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VIED PRINT

ONE OF KENTUCKY•b
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

The News has aeon awards tor
Iftitellence every year it has been
-AWN/lifted in tudfong oontefts.

(By P. W.)

1
Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

Vol. 38
Our biggest bouquet of congratulations
this week, however belatedly in public, go to
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird of Fulton, who
quietly observed their sixtieth wedding anniversary last Friday. Gordon wouldn't let us
put anything about it in the paper last week
in advance, because being the quiet kind of
gentleman that he is, he simply didn't want
any fanfare about it at all. Not that there is
anything wrong with announcing the event
in advance so your friends can join you in
observing it . . . but the Bairds just wanted
a quiet, no-advance-writeup kind of an observance.
They didn't quite get it, of course. The
Holiday Inn, where their reception was
given, quietly and good-naturedly broadcast
the event in one-foot letters on their signboard!
We have known Gordon Baird since the
day we came to Fulton 23 years ago; he was
then and for many years following, the head
of our commercial printing department.. .
and he can still roll up his sleeves and put a
job press through its paces with the best of
them. Of course he'd rather go fishing with
his partner Fred Gibson, and between the
two of them I guess they know the fish population of every pond within 30 miles of Fulton.
On page 2 we have the story and some
pictures taken last Friday.
In case you don't know the background
on Guy Drake and his "Welfare Cadillac"
story, you might get a kick out of reading it
on page two, second section. The odd thing
about the whole business is that Drake
wrote it in Kentucky, about a Kentucky
scene, yet all the protesting has been done by
the Welfare Commissioner of Tennessee. I
don't believe I have heard a chirp out of anyone in eastern Kentucky.
Gaylon and Ellen Varden are just back
from two weeks in Europe, and besides all of
the "oh's" and "ah's" about picturesqtie
scenery in Spain and the experiences of a.
week in Rome, Gaylon came up with a
couple of interesting experiences that will
live with them for the rest of their lives, I am
sure.
The couple left their touring group in
Rome and went "on their own" up to Vienna
in order to see something of the Austrian
countryside before rejoining their group in
Paris.
As they boarded their jet in Rome, they
happened to sit alongside a nicely-dressed
young man, whom, they soon learned, was
gotng to his home in Vienna. The conversation led from one thing to another, meanwhile revealing that the Vardens had never
'been to Austria; didn't know anything about
Vienna except that they wanted to see the
place. When their companion asked if they
had anything on their program for the following day, they said "no", and when he
asked them to be his guest for a tour around
the city and countryside, they said "yes".
So next afternoon the young man met
them at their hotel, took them to see the
sights of Vienna and the countryside, treated
them to several unusual foods and wines,
and as the afternoon progressed, asked them
if they had any plans for supper. "Again",
says Gaylon, we said "no". "Then let me call
ma-meee and see if it will be all right; I
would like you to come to supper with my
family".
That evening the Vardens were dinner
guests of the Director General of the International Highway Commission and his son at
their beautiful estate in suburban Vienna.
That's experience-they'll never-forget,
number one.
The following afternoon they were in
the Winter Palace in Vienna, sight-seeing
through this beautiful and historic attraction, when they overheard some conversation in English in a group not far away, and
here is the gist of Gaylon's commentary:
"We walked over to the people and asked where they were from?"
"Kentucky".
"Why, we're from Kentucky, too".
"Where?"
"Well, from a little town in Kentucky
that you probably never heard of. It's about
50 miles south of Paducah: Fulton".
"I'm from Cadiz, Kentucky".
"Is that so", Gaylon said. "Why, I used
to know a Broadbent girl in Cadiz, and the
Broadbent twins, too. I've had many a good

.
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With the April 15 deadline
nearing, James E. Luckett,
state commissioner of Revenue, says income-tax returns
are still not in from over half
a million Kentuckians.
About half the State's estimated one million individual
income taxpayers usually wait
until the deadline to file, Revenue officials say.
As of March 31, some 192,000
State refunds had been authorized, William R. Reed, director
of the Income Tax Division,

said. He said that from 250,000
to 300,000 more refunds eventually will be paid, after,all returns are in.
Corporation income tax returns are due not later than
three months and 15 days after
the end of the corporation's
fiscal year. Some companies
operate on the calendar year,
but many have fiscal years
ending on June 30 or on some
other date—frequently governed by inventory convenience.

Commander Baird Works On Shaky
Ground, And He Isn't Kidding!
NAPLES, ITALY:: Navy
Commander Dania64, Baird,
Dental Corps, son
Mr. and
Mrs. David H. Baird'
lands, and
a
husband o
former Miss Joan McCollum of
803 Walnut St., all of Fulton,
Ky., works on shaky ground on
top of a volcano in Naples,
Italy.

Morris Harden, Agent
Question: Mr.Harden, you are the agent for the
three bus lines that serve Fulton. Do
these companies offer you any financial assistance at all in helping
clean up or maintain this place?
"That's true, I am the agent
Trailways,
Continental
for
Greyhound and Brooks Bus
lines for Fulton. But I have to
pay all the bills, the rent and
the upkeep for this place out
of the small commissioo 1 get
from selling tickets, and that's
the only way this station is
supported.

drive got soft.
"When we moved from West
State Line I tried all over town
to get a place to go, but everybody [talked to laughed at me.
They didn't want this station.
I even went to the Mayor and
the Chief of Police about helping get a good location, but
that didn't seem to help. I am
"The three bus companies hoping that they can run a
chipped in together and bought storm drain here to help with
some gravel for the front drive the drainage.
ceesitly, but they had to have
that so their heavy buses could
"This is Fulton's bus station.
get in and out, and even then, I am doing the best I can with
some of them had to be pulled it, with what little money 1 get
out by a wrecker when the to run it"

Less than one mile from his
office is the ancient city of
Pozzuoli, where bradyseism has
caused sections of the town to
rise and fall.
Unofficial
measurements
show that the ground has risen
two feet, four inches in six
months, the fastest rate since
1536, when a 460-foot hill
sprang up near Pozzuoli in a
few hours. More than 400 years
later, the hill is still known to
Pozzuolians as Monte Nuovo
(New Mountain).

"tatiossed at the commend of
U. S. Naval Support Activity,
which is located in an extinct
volcano crater in Naples, he
has the unusual opportunity of
watching the topography being
Volcanologists in Naples say
recreated by geological pheno- there is no imminent danger
menon known as bradyseism from the recent movement in
(slow earthquake .
the Pozzuoli area.

quires that all of the feed grain "WE DEDICATE our 1970 school yearbook to you—our favorite
allotment be retired by the teacher" said
the "Gr-r-rowl" editor Shelia Owens as she prefarmer for periods of either
sented the first copy to Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer Tuesday,
three or five years.
The old soil bank program,
which ended in December, 1969,
also yielded profitable returns
for acreage not cultivated, and
probably was figured in the
large payments, the spokesman
indicated.
A fourth program, in agricultural conservation,
also is
available to assist farmers in
financing various conservation
programs, the spokehman said.
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oargain Days
Offer Special Values
"Fulton Bargain Days", a promotion spon
sored by the Retail Merchants Bureau of the
Twin Cities and involving some 25 local firms, is
in" full swing today (Thursday) and will continue on through Saturday evening.
and drastically marked down
selected items that represent
real money-saving values for
the shopper. Many of the firms
state that they have purchased
special "bargain lots" of
merchandise for these three
days in order to have unusual
and attractive offers for their
customers.
Stores participating include:
Bay's, Ben Franklin, City Super Drug, City National Bank,
Clarice Shop, Dotty Shop, Fulton Bank, Kasnow's, Budget
Shop. National Store, Naffel's,
Railroad Salvage, Twin City
Furniture. Leader Store,
WFUL, K. Homra's, Evans
Drug, Wilson's Sport Center,
Fulton Daily Leader, Fulton
Five new directors were County News, Dimeco, Fulton
elected by the Fulton Rotary Hardware, Western Auto, E.
Club at Tuesday's regular W. James and Sears.
luncheon at the Park Terrace.
This promotional activity of
the Bureau includes department stores, ladies and mens
shoes, drug stores, hardware
and furniture, groceries, sporting goods, variety stores and
others. For additional information, turn to page one, second
section.
Especially for these three
days, participating firms have
gone through their retail stocks

Rotarians
Name Five
Directors

Six More
School Days
Announced

The new Directors include
Bob Bay, Arnold Feigner, L. M.
McBride, James Nanney and
James Needh a m
The new directors, plus Joe
Johnson, President, and Hal
Warren, Vice-President, will
meet in the near future to name
Charles Thomas. Superinthe Club's new officers for intendent of the Fulton City
stallation July 1st.
School system, announced this
week that six "make-up" days
had been approved here by the
State Board of Education to
replace the six days lost during
the February Teacher's strike.
"The week of April 13-17 is
Next week, April 12-18, is Na- usually spring vacation" said
Thomas. "There will be school
tional Library Week.
on April 13, 14 and 15 of this
In observance of the Week, week, but the last two days of
the Fulton Public Library an- the week (April 16-17) will be
nounced today that next week no school for KEA.
there will be no fines charged
"The other three days will be
for overdue books.
June 1, 2, and 3. Instead al
"This is a good time to get school closing on May 29th. ar
those overdue books back to us originally planned, it will close
without any penalty", Librar- on June 3rd."
ian Lucy Daniel comments.
"AMERICAN PARTY" HEAD
Hollis Suiter, Martin, has
AIRLIFT EXERCISE
All personnel and a consider- been elected Weakley County
shle amount of equipment from chairman of the American
the 230th Engineer Battalion, Party for the coming year.
Tennessee National Guard, including units in Union City,
BIG CONTRACT
Martin, Dresden, Paris, CamA contract amounting to
den and Waverly, will go to $1,733,400 has been awarded
Memphis this weekend where to Airport Machine Corporaairlift operations will be con- tion of Martin. the U. S. Army
ducted in a joint exercise with Ammunition Procurement
and
an Air National Guard unit Supply Agency announced
last
there,
week.

No Fines During
Nat'l Library Week

ASCS Payments Over $25,000
Given To Five Area Farmers
Five area farmers have received payments in excess of
$25,000 from the U. S. Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service programs, according to information published in the Congressional Quarterly.
The largest area payment,
$37,530, was to S. D. Broadbent
Jr., of Trigg County. Others on
the list included James Wilson,
Ballard County, $15,801; the
Brothers,
Larkin
Hickman
County, $25,954, and Robert
Sanger and Sanger Farms,
Inc., both of Fulton County.
Robert Sanger received $27,813,
while Sanger Farms, Inc., was
paid $25,859.
A spokesman for the McCracken County ASCS office
said there were three ASCS
programs available which
could yield such large payments to farmers. There were
listed as the Feed Grain Retirement Program, the Crop
Land Adjustment Program and
the now-defunct Soil Bank program.
The feed grain retirement
program, according to the
spokesman, concerns the retirement of feed grain acreage,
based on allotments which
were figured on the average
each farmer planted in corn,
barley and grain sorghum in
1959 and 1960.
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Income Tax Deadline Will
Be Here Wednesday,April 15

The Fulton Beat
by the
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TWO SECTIONS

1970 School Yearbooks Are
Distributed Tuesday At FHS
After one complete year of
working, dreaming, and trying
to produce a success, the 1970
Gr-r-rowl come to the Fulton
High Students on Tuesday,
April 7. The editor of this
year's book was Shelia Owens

and the Assistant to the editor
was Karen Treas.
There was a short assembly
in the Carr Gym and the Junior High and High School Students attended. Shelia Owens
(Continued on Pane

Waterway On Shaw Farm Is Fine Example Of Erosion Control

Under this program, a farmer can retire up to one-'half of
his allotment and be paid by
the government for both the
acreage retired and the acreage planted, the spokesman
said. '
The crop land adjustment
program is similar to the previous plan, except that it re-

Before
H. S. Miles Here
On April 17
Mr. H. S. Miles, a Contact
Representative of the Bureau
of Veterans Affairs, will be
present on April 17, 1970, at
the Chamber of Commerce in
Fulton, Ky., to assist veterans
and their dependents with
claims for benefits due them as
a result of their military service.
He d be prompt from 9:00
a. m. until 9: p. m.

Mier

Harold Shaw (left photo) is shown standing in a gully washeeout on his farm in the state line community. At right is
shown the grassed waterway and rip-rap grade stabilizationstructure constructed to control the gully erosion problem.
This combination of practices is doing a good job of controlling runoff from excessive rainfall.
Now is the time to think
about grassed waterways for
your farm. There are many
grassed waterways being used
In Fulton County, but many
more need to be established.
Good grass waterways are a
must in controlling erosion on
many farms.
Last year Harold Shaw of the
State Line Community, inter-

•

•••

eatecl in doing something about
the gullies running through his
fields, contacted the USDASoil Conservation Service. He
was advised that he needed a
grassed waterway A grade
stabilization structure was also
needed to control a four foot
overfall problem at the outlet
end.
Today, Shaw has helped to

control erosion on his farm by
safely disposing of runoff from
excessive rainfall He has also
eliminated an eyesore from the
public as this waterway and
rip-rap grade
stabilization
structure can be SAM from
Kentucky Highway 125 near
the State line Store. He has
heaped to make Rertucity's
Highways
MOM
beautiful.

More gullies need to be turned
into beautiful grassed waterways such as these in Fulton
County and in our State and
Nation.
Farmers and landowners are
eligible to receive cost-sharing
on conservation practices such
as waterways, grade stabilisation structures, drainage ditches, striperopping, ponds and

guilied areas from the USDAAgricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service. T h e
USDA-Soil Conservation Service furnished assistance with
design and layout work of conpractices regardless of where
cost sharing help is used or
not.

OF NTEREST TO WOMEN
The Gordon Bairds Observe x Chosen
Sixtieth Wedding Anniversary F Trip To
Wa hington
Kentuc 4-H members from
every are of the state leave
April 11 • the annual Kentucky 4-H der Youth Conashington, D. C.
ference in
Attending e conference will
ng people and 18
be 225
adults ceording to Dr. Loren
Goy . UK Extension program
alist in 4-H youth development. The group will travel to
and from the conference on
buses, returning
chartered
home on April 18. In Washington, they will stay at the National 4-H Center, where most
of the conference sessions will
be held. Juli Falkoff, Sherry
Pickett, Carol Shaw, Jan White,
Lucy Bondurant and Max WilMr.and Mrs. Gordon Baird
son will be delegates attendirg
from Fulton County.
In a quiet reception last Friday afternoon at Planned especailly for Kenthe Holiday Inn in Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon tucky 4-H'ers who are freshBaird of Fulton marked their sixtieth wedding men or sophomores in high
the conference will give
anniversary. The reception was given by Mr. and school,
these young people advanced
Mrs. A. H. Noble and Mr. and Mrs. John Dona- citizenship-leadership training
hey, their daughter and granddaughter. Another that they can pass on to other
and to their high school
daughter, at Fort Worth,Texas, was unable to at- 4-H'ers
classes.
illness.
of
because
tend
Conference speeches and disMr. and Mrs. Baird have two master at Obion in 1914, under cussions are planned to give
&lighters, Mrs. Albert (Mary the administration of President the delegates a deeper underGordon) Stanton of Fort Worth, Woodrow Wilson. He served in standing of their heritage as
Texas and Mrs. A. H. (Esther) this capacity a little more than U. S. citizens. As background
Vlible of Coral Gables, Fla., nine years, operating the news- for their citizenship studies, the
trips to
and Nashville. Tenn.. three paper at the same time. In 4-H'ers will take field
,zr,ind(laughters, Mrs. John October 1924 he bought and national memorials and govlionahey of Nashville, Miss consolidated the two newspap- ernment buildings in the WashLouise Stanton and Mrs. Phillip ers at Union City, The News ingtop area.
Among the places they will
Gudat of Fort Worth, and six Banner and The Union City
Commercial. Be ran the paper visit will be Capitlal Hill, Art.reat grandchildren.
Lincoln
Cemetery,
lington
In the receiving -line were there until 1937,_when he went
Mr. and Mrs. Baird, Mr. and to Nashville and took a State' Memorial, Mt. Vernon, and the
Mrs. Noble and Mr. and Mrs. job under Governor Gordon Smithsonian Instittue. Most of
will have an
Donahey. Mrs. L. A. Clifton Browning. In 1941 he moved the delegates also
to visit their Conpresided at the guest register, back to Union City and work- opportunity
on Capitol
Mrs. Ben Evans served cake, ed for the, Union City Messen- gressmen's offices
Hill, and Kentucky's Senators
nuts and mints, and Mrs. R. C. ger. He came back to Fulton in and Representatives have been
Pickering and Mrs. Beulah November 1946 and was eminvited to meet the group at -a
Francis poured the punch. A ployed first by Paul Bushart special banquet on Thursday
large number of their friends and from May 1947 on, by the night, April 16.
Westphelings at the Fulton
attended.
Gordon Baird of Obion, County News, working for the
Tenn.. and Annie Lee Paschall News , until his retirement in
• of Fulton were. married on 1957.
Mrs. Baird has taught the
April 3. 1910, in the parfor of
the Virginia Hotel at Dyers- Sarah Dean Sunday School
burg. Tenn.. with Rev. J. B. Class at the First Christian
Oakley, pastor of the Cumber- Church since January 1955. Mr.
Alpha Phi Omega, a newly
land Presbyterian Church at Baird is superintendent of an organized service fraternity
First
the
at
department
adult
cere-.
Dyersburg performing the
colony of college and univerBaptist Church and was presimony.
sity men at The University of
Ready
Ever
Men's
the
of
dent
marriage
their
of
time
the
At
Tennessee at Martin, has electMr. Baird and his brother, Sunday School Class for fif- ed officers for the 1970-71 acadNorton. were editors and pub- teen years. He has been a dea- emic year, 0. Charles Walker,
lishers of the Obion County En- con of the church since 1926.
APO colony reporter, anMr. and Mrs. Baird reside at
terprise. Before going to Obion
nounced today.
in November 1909. Mr. Baird 118 Second Street in Fulton.
The slate of officers includes
Their great granddaughter
was employed in Fulton by The
Tom Dame of •Fulton, KenBaptist Flag and The Leader. and great grandson, Carol and tucky, president: Mr. Walker
Mr. Baird's brother, Norton. Johnny Donahey, are presently of Fulton, Kentucky, reporter.
died in 1913 and Mr. Baird con- pppearing on the Citrus Fruits
The petitioning colony is
tinued to operate the Enter- commercial on TV as Anita composed of approximately 30
prise. Ile was appointed post- Bryan's "children."
UTM male students.

Engagement Announced Today --

THE.
Thurs

Homemakers'-'Surprise Tour'
Set For Wednesday, April 22
Plans were completed this
week for the Fulton County
Homemakers Annual Surprise
Tour set for April 22nd. The
committee composed of Mrs.
James E. Hepler, Miss Alice
Sowell, Miss Louise Maddox
and Catherine Thompson, Extension Agent, completed the
plans at their meeting in the
home of Miss Maddox. Homemakers will meet in Fulton in
front of the Highland Lumber
Company and board the chartered buses to begin their tour
and return at 4:00 p. m.
This is the third such tour
enjoyed by 100 Homemakers
each year. The first one was a
visit to Paducah where the
group was met at Paducah
Community College by Mr.
Hall Allen, Paducah Historian,
and Mr. Hobert Murphy, Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, who were guides with
the bus for the red-line tour of
Paducah and visits to city hall,
the college, river front, Barkley Home, Irvin Cobb grave
and the Paducah Bank, where
Mr. M. 0. DeJarnatt, President of the Bank, showed the

complete art exhibit of Ray
Harm prints and served refreshments for the group.
Luncheon was enjoyed at Boswells. Guest speaker for this
e^casion was Mrs. Robert Murphy, who talked on "Why It's
Wonderful To Be an American
Citizen." After luncheon, the
group learned how hosiery was
made by a guided tour through
the Indian Head Hosiery Mills.
The second tour last Spring
included a trip to Murray State
University with a guided tour
through the Home Economics
and Art Departments. the Tappan Range Factory and luncheon at -the Ken Lake Hotel,
where Dr. Ralph Tessener,
Dean of the Graduate School
-at Murray State University,'
gave the Homemakers the
"Seven Keys to Happiness".
The dogwood trail from Murray
to Ken Lake was the treat nature provided for the day.
Only committee members know
what is in store for the Home-makers Tour, come April 22,
but 100 Homemakers know that
it is something they will not
want to miss.

Exhibit From National Art
Gallery On Display In Paducah

Dating from 1720 to 1920, the
"TWO CENTURIES . OF
AMERICAN PORTRAITS", an paintings are displayed chronoso
important exhibit from the Na- logically in the gallery,
viewers can easily follow the
tional Gallery of Art in Wash- development of painting styles
ington, D. C. is now on display in America. Virtually every
in the Paducah Art Guild Gal- great portrait artist has been
lery at 2nd and Broadway in included: Gilbert Stuart, BenPaducah. The show was organ- jamin West, John Trumbull,
ized by the Ky. Arts Commis- Frank Duveneck, John Singer
Dr.and Mrs. Virgil H. Barker of Fulton, announce the engagesion in Frankfort, and accord- Sargent and many others.
ment of their daughter, Miss Brenda Ann Barker, to Mr. John
The pictures are of great hising to William Hull, Executive
A. Shepherd, son of Mrs. W. J. Shepherd and the late Mr.
Director of the Commission, toric significance as well as
the paintings will be exhibited high artistic merit. For this
Shepherd. Miss Barker is a sophomore at the University of
in only three galleries in the reason, many schools are arTennessee at Martin. Mr. Shepherd attended Murray State
state. It is the first exhibition ranging special group visits by
University and is presently employed by Stanley Jones Meever loaned from the National students. Teachers may phone
Gallery colection, and the event the gallery in Paducah (442
chanical Contractors, Inc. A June 20th wedding is planned.
has created great interest in -2453) to arrange for special
morning visits to the gallery.
Mrs. Bessie Bowden, Mr. and the American art-world.
Mrs. Bob Herring, Henry Poll,
Dukedom; Mrs. Margaret Alexander, Mrs. Ann Arrington,
The following were patients Mrs. Mary Watson, Hickman;
on Wednes- Mrs. T. Dorothy Bugg, Mrs.
hospitals
Fulton
in
MURRAY, KY. — Gloria
day, April 8:
Janie Madding and baby, Mrs.
Jean Bynum, Route 1 Fulton,
Anna Eberhart, Mrs. Govie
has been initiated into Tau Phi
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Wright, Clinton; Mrs. Goldie
Lambda, a newly-organized
Marvin Easley, Mary Mc- Hall, Arlington; Mrs. Sue
social sorority at Murray State
Kenzie, Lucille Holes, Bonnie Hicks, Burnie Barnes, Vodie
University.
Bradley, Peggy Monlin, Ann Floyd, Carl Yates, Water ValRay Charles, a monument to
A two vehicle accident in
Miss Bynum is a freshman Castleman, Ricky Morrow, Nan ley; Mrs. Cora Puckett, Win. jazz and soul music, will permajoring in speech and hear- Myers, Fulton; Lavada Mc- go; J. W. McClanahan,Crutch- form in concert at The Univer- Wealdey County Sunday aftering at MSU. She is the daugh- Clure, Zora Parks, Alice Sills, field; Mrs. Paula Moss and sity of Tennessee at Martin on noon claimed the life of a Martin Rt. 2 woman and -hospitalter of Mr. and Mrs. S. E. By- Jane Nabors, Judy Leggitt, baby, Union City.
April 15 at 8:00 p. m. in the ized four others.
num,
Gwendolyn Hobson, Paul
:•rm Field House.
Killed instantly in the misBradley, South Fulton; Rena
Sponsored by the UTM Stuthe
HURRY BACK!
Ashlock, Evelyn Howard, Water
dent Government Association, hap, which occurred on
northShare The News with a Friend Valley; Peggy Higgins, Hickthe concert is open to the pub- Pierce Road six miles
Mr. and Mrs. Jack White lic. Tickets are $3.00 in ad- east of Martin, was Mrs. Fanman; Kaira Williams, Wingo.
have returned to their home in vance and $4.00 at the door. nie Mae Levister, 46, wife of
Barrington, Illinois, after visit- They may be purchased in Gobel Levister.
FULTON HOSPITAL
ing their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Injured in the accident were
Mrs. UHL n Cobb. Miss Judy Guy Lawrence, and other rela- Martin at the University Center and the Collegiate Shop, in Mrs. Levister's 12 year-old son
Powell, • Mrs. Hattie Wither- tives in Fulton.
Glenn
Levister, her parents.
Paris at Southern Music and in
spoon, Mrs. Charlotte McClain,
Union City at Bennett's, South- Mr. and Mrs. Lode Richmond,
Mrs. Darlene Grissom, Gary
ern Music and Whitby's Music. Martin, who were occupants in
In home ecoonmics many relationships with other peo- McBride, Mrs. Samantha ColSINGING CONVENTION
An accomplished musician, the Levister car and Mike
useful areas are studied. Each ple.
lins, Thomas Allen, Frank Hefgives gaud training that will be
Fultor. - Hickman counties Ray Charles taught himself to Pierce, driver of the other ve,
Besides the Junior degree, lin, Billy Stephenson, Mrs.
useful in later life.
there is the Chapter degree Mary Browder, Mrs. Ernest singing convention meets Sun- play and write for every brass hick iftvolved.
According to Tennessee ,State
There are seven different and finally the State degree. Hancock, Mrs. J. R. Holland, day, April 12, 1:30 p. m.,at the and wind instrument in an orareas studied in home econo- This is the greatest hymn to Raymond Pewitt, Fulton; Mrs. Mt. Carmel Baptist Church (1 chestra. Specializing in piano, Troper Marvin Williams, Marmics. They are: child care,, be earned in the Future Home- Annie McMurry, Lafayette Pat- mile off Highway 51 or 94) be- organ and saxophone, he com- tin, the Levister car and a pickposes, arranges and performs up truck, driven by Pierce colterson, John Smith, Roy Cocke, tween Fulton and Clinton.
clothing construction, foods and makers of America.
his own music.
lided on the county road.
nutrition, health, housing, manThe motto of F. H. A. is South Fulton; Huel Wright, Everyone welcome!
agement, and relationships. "Toward New Horizom." This
Each area usually lasts about is a challenge that reminds us
six weeks. The same areas are that our lives today will influstudied each year, but they are ence our lives tomorrow.
studied more deeply from year
The flower of the organizato year.
tion is the red rose. It repreATTENDING THE RECEPTION last Friday afternoon for Mr.
F u tu re Homemakers of sents the search of Future
and Mrs. Gordon Baird in honor of their Sixtieth Anniversary America (F. H. A.) is a club Homemakers of America for
for students who are studying -beauty in everyday living.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
were this happy group of "kinfolks" from Nashville and Flor•
The colors are red and white.
home economics
ida. (Front row, from left) Albert Donahey, Mr. Baird, Mrs.
A. activities focus on Red, an intense color, suggests
F.
Baird; (second row, from left): Johnny and Carol Donahey; individual growth, the family, strength. White is recognized
Dear Ann: I am not signing with her staying out till 3 or 4 as contrasted to your ineffec- the living room—and never of
education, development of oc- as the symbol of sincerity. my name to this letter because in the morning. Nor does he tive attempts to maintain dis- a member of the family. The
Mrs. Donahey, Mr. Nobk, Mrs. Noble and Mr. Donahey.
cupational competencies, pre- These colors inspire Future we are friends. I don't think see anything wrong with her cipline has made your home a painting is very life-like and it
paration for marriage and ca- Homemakers of America with you can guess my identity. At friends who not only use hard battleground. Your daughter is makes me uncomfortable. Have
quarter honor roll at U-T Mar- reers, and on youth's role in courage and determination to least I hope not.
drugs but push them. I am sure the victim. I urge you both to You ever been asked this ques• succeed.
society and the world.
tin from this area are:
our daughter smokes mari- get counseling.
tion before? — lii At East
mother
the
from
letter
The
Future Homemakers of
juana. He sees nothing "ser- Your daughter needs outside
Dear
This one —no. I've
signed
boy
teen-age
the
of
South Fulton — Deborah America helps members dehelp at once. She has tuned had something similar, howI am a Junior at Fulton
ious" about that either.
Lynn Beard, Linda L. Bram velop leadership qualities, to County High School working to- "Mrs. Had It" gat to me.(And
you out completely. Her father ever. The painting was of the
My husband feels because will not give her
(summa cum laude), Janet cooperate with others, and to ward my State Homemaker's to millions of other bewildered
decent coun- wife but it was hanging in the
Kaye Curtis, Lane B. Douglas, take responsibility; it provides degree. As partial fulfillment parents, I'll bet.) Our hostile, she is pleasant to him that they sel because he has opted in bedroom.
Richard B. Gossum Jr., Nancy opportunity for service; it for this degree, I would ap- rebellious teen-ager is a -girl, have a wonderful relationship. favor of being a pal in an of.
Great art is great art anyC. Hall, Louellen Jamison, helps members grow as per- preciate your publishing my not a boy, but the description Ile points out that he has no fort to keep on good terms with where, but a
student's "very
Honor roll students at The Christina
McKinney, Betty sons, providing new friends, interpretation of the total Home fits her. Sh isn't pregnant but trouble with her while she and het.
life
-like" nude painting
her
University of Tennessee at Gail Milliken, Beatrice Owen new goals and developing Economics
I thought she might be, so I I fight constantly. Therefore he
A therapist might be able to husband does not soundof like
Program
including
Martin have been announced (summa cum laude), Charles values.
called a lawyer to find out insists that what he is doing is get through to the
F. H. A.
great
art
girlto
And,
me.
at
is
who
one
by
the
-and I'm
for the winter quarter 1970
F. Pemhigton, Oran Charles There are degrees of achieveincidentally, I do not have a Conspicuously absence is your
If you desire more informa- what MY rights are. Well—I right
to fault.
Henry C. Allison, dean of ad- Walker.
clue as to your identity. I question, "Should I say somement in F. H. A. The Junior tion or have any questions con- don't have any. According
16-year-old
missions and records.
a
and
if
I am becoming bitter
know at least a dozen people thing?" The answer, if you
is earned by many cerning my article, you may Illinois law,
Fulton — Mary Johanna degree
to
seems
wants
keep
situation
daughter
her
frustrated. The
who have a problem similar to had asked, would be — "No."
Undergraduate students who Butts, Kathy Ann -Meachum. freshmen in home economies. contact me by phone at home, child, even though she can't
given
about
just
I've
hopeless.
yours.
Each girl learns certain facts 838-6646 or write to me. My
carry at least 12 hours of
are
I
Sorry
parents
her
suggestions?
it,
support
Any
up.
Hickman — Rhonda Lane about F. H. A. such as the parents are Mr. and Mrs.
How will you lcnow when the
course work and whose grades
stuck.
can't sign this. I hope you
Dear Ann Landers: Our eon's real thing comes along? Ask
average at least A or B are Bone, Cheryl Lynn Menem, Creed, the colors, the flower, Charles A Everett, Route 4,
Circle
Same
—
guess.
can't
wife
in
a
talented
-art student. Ann Landers. Send for her
and the emblem with an un- Hickman, Ky. 42050. My FHA "Mrs. Had It" is luckier than
listed on the honor roll. Stu- James Ezell Whitby.
Dear S. C. I suggest you at- She has painted a large por- booklet "Love Or Sex And
derstanding of the eight pur- Sponsorer is Mrs. C. K. Davis, I arm. At least her husband
dents whose grades rank in the
Lynn
Joy
—
Valley
Water
source.
trait
of
the
at
problem
our
this
son
tack
in
He
A.
the nude. How To Tell The Difference."
H.
she
F.
doesn't.
and
of
poses
Ky.
Mine
Hickman.
up.
her
passbacks
upper A and B range are
Jobe, Daryla LaWayne Owen. shows growth as a home memWanda Everett
takes our daughter's side and The real trouble is between It now hangs in their living Send Inc in coin and a long,
ed for the quarter "aumma
ber, a member of the communRoute 4
together they try to beat -me you and your husband. Your room. I have seen nudes hang- seif-addressed, stamped encum laude."
News with a Friend ity, personal improvement, and
Hickman, Ky. 42050 down. He sees nothing wrong husband's permissive attitude ing in other homes, but not in velope with your request.
Students listed on the winter Share The

Tom Dame Heads
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Chilling View Of Future Urban America:
Nervous Homeowner With A Handy Gun
"The city will be composed of
highrise, high-security apartment
houses and prospering commercial
areas surrounded by squalor. In
the suburbs, behind window grilles and electronic surveillance
equipment, the nervous homeowner will always keep his gun
handy."
After more than a year of
study, the National Commission
on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence saw that grim picture of
future life in urban America.
The vision gave added urgency to the work of the commission's 13 members, who delved into every aspect of their subject
from violence on television to gun
control and assassinations. In
their final statement, the commissioners called for a drastic change
in the nation's priorities.

the following facts:
— In 1966, there were in the
United States 4.5 million heads of
poor families under 65 years of
age.
— Of these, 3.3 million worked as much as they could and remained in poverty. They are the
"working poor" who simply do
not make enough to lift themselves out of poverty.

VIDEGPS CUR HER

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford

ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE

THROUGH FAITH- WE KNOW
God is good. Though from his hand
Come woes we cannot understand,
We faint not, since through faith we know
That all he Sends is best; and so
We trust him, who our way has planned.
He cares for us. The mountains grand,
The sparrows small, at his command
Sprang into being. All things show
That God is good.
Though trails come, and we are fanned
Like wheat, and though the grains of sand
Through life's dim hourglass sadly go;
Whate'er our paths, through faith we know
They lead us to our Father's land.

Will I)*
Your questions relating to tne Commonwealth of Kentucky
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.

Letters have been received
from Harrodsburg, Leitchfield,
Cynthiana and other communities similar to this query from
K. R. S., Carrollton, Kentucky:
"Is the General Assembly doing anything to help the tobacco farmer? If the cancer
scare is not mot, we may lose
tobacco as Kentucky's Number
One cash crop."
Dear Mr. S.: Tobacco farmers did something to help
themselves during this session.
Farmer-members of the Leg-

— Of the remaining 1.2 million, more than three-fourths were
Our God is good.
ill, disabled or women with young
children.
—Hope Finfrock Norris
— of the remaining 230,000
about 127,000 did not work beMYSTERIESOF OUR by Noel B. Gerson. The popucause they were in school or simpWORLD, by Peter Briggs. Did lar image of Theondore RooseSouth America once touch velt, America's 26th President,
ly because they could not find
FITLTON'S
Africa? How could the frozen has often hidden the real man
jobs.
Antarctic ever have supported behind the facade of a boistertropical life? Why is the Pa- ous Rough Rider. At 42 the na1_111'07
What is left, then, of the
cific ringed with volcanoes? tion's youngest president, unoriginal 4.3 million is about 103,BY LUCY DANIEL
Can the world expect another expectedly inheriting his role
they
"
"We solemnly declare,
000'-or a maximum of three perIce Age? Here Peter Briggs re- on the death of President Mcsaid, "that this nation is entering cent. In this scant fraction are all
ports on the mysteries of natur- Kinley by an assassin's bullet.
al science that continue to baf- Teddy Roosevelt was a man of
a period in which our people need those, presumably, who might go
Europe.
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The report cites a number of their welfare payments, on color ary was 5440. ,
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ing us what is to be seen
This leaves almost nothing for services of her beau, Oliver
a young musician, to
this book explains how,
problem of poverty is absurdly emergencies, for medical care or Yates,
OF SUMMER where,
write the music for the play. THE SOUND
why and when, each came to
simple in outline: go to work. He insurance, not to mention such This is a very good book. Its VOICES, by Helen Tucker. "It be made: there ,is a concise EISENHOWER; American
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Libraries Are Feeling Will Kentucky Gain
s?
Strong Social Pressure Or Lose By Censu
taken by
Libraries, the storehouse of
books of knowledge, are feeling
more strongly the pressure of major social change in America.
Increased pressure from the
population explosion, prolongation of education, increase in continuing adult educational and vocational training are some of the
changes that have made it difficult to provide the much needed
library service for the nation.
It is the children who will
bear the brunt of the lack of additional monies for libraries in the
nation. With 40,000 schools without libraries in 1970, how can we
refuse to give every consideration
to this national need? We must
somehow communicate to the public this problem. A community's
mark of quality can be justifiably
predicted in its interest in good library programs.
National Library Week for
1970 is April 12-18. Only one week
of the year is officially set aside to
bring the needs of libraries to the
public. We should work for good
libraries each day of the year.
What are you doing?

Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
42041
Address aII mail (subscriptions, chimps 01
address. Forms 3879) to Pest Office Box 3W
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
SubscrIpNon Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon
and Vittaidey Counties, Tenn. Illeewhere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales
Tax.

The federal census
mail April 1 may mean a lot to
Kentucky.
It will determine by the population count compared with that
of other states how many representatives Kentucky will have in
Congress in the next 10 years.
Kentucky now has seven.
The census also will determine whether Kentucky will gain,
lose or stand still in its sharing the
millions of federal dollars parceled out on a population basis.
The census figures also are
expected to show a need for shifting the present allotment of the
Legislature's 100 state representatives and 38 state senators in accordance with population.

islature faced the fact that
prompt, reliable research is
needed to determine whether
there is a property in tobacco
which causes cancer, and if so,
to bleed the harmful property
out by developing new strains
of tobacco.
These members originated a
bill, which passed. to create a
Kentucky Tobacco Research
Fund and upped the tax on
2 to 3c to fi1
cigarettes from 2/
nance intensive tobacc* research.
Legislature defeated
The
other proposed taxes on tobacco. The Assembly went on record in favor of continued federal price supports for burley,
and it ordered state agencies to
seek ways to preserve and expand the Kentucky tobacco
market.
Sincerely.
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
Mrs. A, II. D.. Ashland.
wrik.s: "I am much concerned
about the deadly effects of
DDT and its continued uncontrolled use. Will the lawmakeris
do anything to stop this damage to wildlife? This p0 -on is
building up in hamim beings."
Dear Mrs. 0.: This ‘%eek.
Signed a newly-enacted Kentei:ky law which restricts the
use of DDT in Kentucky. Under
this law, DDT can be used
only for such purposes as control of household pests. termites, bats, rats and mice. A
federal ban has also been announced, but the Kentucky law
can take effect earlier (on September 1, 1970).
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor'

Mrs. S. J. M. writes: "There
are fewer doctors in the mountains than there were ten years
ago. Most of the young doctors
settle in cities or go into specialized practice. I know we
can't blame them, but there is
a terrible need for the good oldfashioned kind of doctors who
knew their patients from the
time they were born and who
before
parents
the
h
for the purpose
life.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT, March 30, 1969.
them,"
national constitution unpre- the whole fabric of his
Dear Mrs. M.: You have
drawn a head on the rapidly
e
Mrs. J. D. White was hostess to the Magazin disappearing general practiClub Thursday, March 30, at her home on Ed- tioner. As medical practice and FROM THE FILES:—
styles change, fewer young
dings Street. Seven members and three visitors, life
physicians take up the work of
Mrs. W. R. Cate of St. Louis, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford the family doctor who has
Turning
been so cherished in Kentucky's
and Mrs. Clarice Thorpe were present.
communily life.
I have just signed a law the
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Captain and Mrs. James Nanney and sons, Legislature passed hoping to
1950
April 7,
Tommy and Sandy, of Washington, D. C., are the increase the number of general
practitioners. This law requires
,
White
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sanford each
D.
Robert
Class
First
man,
Midship
medical school that gets
Hart.
Shelton
Mrs.
and
Whit,
Mr.
and
Hunter
Mrs.
state tax support to include
sell, USNA, son of Mr. and
a
the teaching of the general
sell of Route 1, Fulton, has been appointed
practice of medicine. Under
at
men
Midship
of
,
Brigade
J.
Kramer
T.
the
Mrs.
The beautiful home of
company officer in
this law, the medical schools in
Jr., in the Country Club Court was the scene of a Lexington and Louisville must
the Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
general
lovely formal tea Tuesday afternoon, when the have a department of directed
of medicine,
At check-up time on Thursday, Mrs. Parks Woman's Society of Christian Service of the practice
by a qualified general practiWeaks, general chairman of this year's Com- First Methodist Church, complimented Miss Pat tioner.
that
reported
drive,
hip
.
Guests
members
Wheeler
David, bride-elect of Bennett
munity Concert
Only time wi'l thow whether
the half-way mark had been reached. Goal for were greeted by Mrs. Grady Varden and Miss this encourage: more young
doctors to choose practice as
this year is 600 members, to assure four concerts Rita Kramer. Miss David, Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Jr., family
doctors. I hope it does.
after
sold
be
will
g
and Mrs. Howard Edwards formed the receivin
next season. No memberships
lycer
Sin
line. The guest list included members of the Wothis week's drive,
Wendell Ford
Governor
invited
and
Lieutenant
n
Service
man's Society of Christia

Back The Clock

Joe M.Hall, popular Fulton haberdasher and
al mayor of Lake Street, has attained the
unoffici
Fact and Opinion
degree of proprietorship. The announcement is
U. S. motor vehicle registra- made today that he, with his brother-in-law, W.
tions reached approximately 100 H. Wooten of Covington, Tenn., has purchased
million by the end of 1968, the the Little Clothing Company from Ira W. Little.
equivalent of one vehicle for Joe has been an employee of the store for 27
every two persons in the nation, years.
states the American Petroleum
Institute. According to the AutoMiss Bettye Jane Grisham, bride-elect of
mobile Manufacturers Associa- Bobby Lynch, was complimented with a linen
tion, more than half of the world's shower and party Friday evening, March 31, givpassenger cars are in the U. S., en by Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Mrs. Lawson Roper and
plus about 38 per cent of all trucks Mrs. W. L. Carter in the home of Mrs. Kramer on
and buses.
Second Street. Contests were enjoyed, with Mrs.
Alex Leneave and Miss Jean Atkins winning
Bible Digest
prizes. The attractively wrapped packages of
"For that ye ought to say, if lovely linens were arranged in a decorated wagon
the Lord will, we shall live, and and presented to the honoree by Miss Rita Kramer. A lovely salad plate was served to the
do this or that."
James 4:15 — Include God in your twenty-four guests. Several were unable to attend, but sent gifts.
plans. Make His will your way.

guests.
Little Lynn Holloway, was honored on her
fourth birthday Thursday, with a party given by
her mother, Mrs. Wilburn Holloway, at their
home on Eddings St, Games and contests were
enjoyed during the afternoon, with Martha DeMyer, Betty Bennett and Jill Edwards winning
prizes. Ice cream and cake were served, with
favors of Easter baskets of candy and balloons,
to Billy Royal, Terry Thomas, Betty Bennett,
Carol Dunn,Jim Edwards, Mary and Martha DeMyer, Nancy and Jim Bushart, Bobby Dunn,
Jene Holloway and the honoree.
Miss Betty Jane Grisham, who will be married to Bobby Lynch on April 10, was complimented with a lovely coffee Wednesday morning,
given by Mesdames Hendon Wright, Mace McDade and Hgrton Baird in the home of Mrs.
Wright on Park Avenue,

Letters To Editor
Kirksey, Ky.
April 3, 1970
Dear Jo and Paul:
Mavis and I have just returned from spending the
month of March in Florida.
I am unspeakably delighted
to learn that you have purchased the Hickman paper. It is a
great thing for that whole area.
I am sending my renewal for
your paper - never want to be
without it.
Hope to see you before long
and have a "gab feat." I'm
proud about the I. C. Railroad
plans.
Best wishes to you and thanks
for what you are doing for
West Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Max (Hurt)
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Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love"
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DEATHS

ORION CAB

HauTC—Wallace

Floyd.S. Franklin

Harry Clifton Wallace, an
employee of McDade Construction Company, died suddenly
-Saturday, April 4, about 2 p. m.
while at work.
Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon, April 6, in
Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Bro. Frank Gould
officiating. Burial was in 0hion County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Wallace, 65, was born in
Mississippi County, Mo.,the son
of the late Ruben and Lottie
Hubbard Wallace. He was a
member of the Church of
Christ.
Surviving are his wile, the
former Teenie Ferguson; one
daughter, Mrs. June Roberson
of Fulton; one son, Harold
Wallace of South Fulton; two
brothers. Miles Wallace of Anniston, Mo., and Chester Wallace of Eaa Prairie, Mo., and
seven grandchildren.

Funeral services for Sp-4C
Floyd Stanley Franklin, who
was killed in Vietnam on March
30, were held in the Bayou de
Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church on Monday, April
6, with Bro. Hershel Davis officiating. Military graveside
rites were in Camp Beauregard Cemetery. Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, of Wingo, were in charge of arrangements.
Surviving are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Franklin
of Water Valley; three sisters,
Bonnie Franklin Rowe of West
Virginia, Mrs. Evelyn Cox of
Little Rock, Ark., and Barbara
Rowe of Missouri; seven brothers, Jerry and Wesley Franklin of Route 1, Water Valley,
Leslie Franklin of Route • 2,
Water Valley, Roy Franklin of
Route I, Wingo, Troy Franklin, U. S. Army Harvey Franklin of Missouri and Larry
Franklin of East Prairie, Mo.

1

FEEDER CALF SA
TUESDAY, APR

The mania cows
bawling next Thes
14, because 400 feel
will be sold in the Sp
er Calf Sale of the
Tennessee Feeder Ca
lion at Newbern.
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t gre
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and sex.
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Mrs. Jennie Roach "Marshif L. Vaughn
Funeral services for Mrs.

Ma - ;hall L.(Marsh) Vaughn
died Saturday afternoon, April
the Fulton Hospital, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon. April 7, in
the Water Valley Pentecostal
Church, with Rev. Wayne Owen
officiating. Burial was in
Pleasant Valley Cemetery,.
with Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home, of Wingo, in charge
of arrangements.
Mr. Vaughn. 82, was a retired farmer and a long-time
resident of Water Valley.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Cora Vaughn of Water Valley;
a granddaughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Wayne Harrah of Detroit, and
several nieces and nephews.
Ile was a brother-in-law of Bill
and Paul Holland and Mrs.
,Carl Puckett, Sr., all of Fulton,
Mrs. Lena M. Maddox died and Mrs. Robert Ingram of
Sunday, April 5, in the Obion Union City.
County General Hospital at
Union City.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday. April 8, in the
Edwin Cooke Rice, a promiFreewill Baptist Church, with
obituary
by
Mrs. Cassie nent resident of Springfield,
Chambers and eulogy by Rev. Mo., and a Fulton native, died
J. T. Tate. Burial was in Fair- Friday night, April 3, in St.
iew Cemetery. Vanderford John's Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Funeral Home was in charge
Monday, April
of arrangements.
in St. Paul's
Mrs. Maddox, 70, was born Methodist Chnrit in Springin Rutherford, Tenn., the dau- field, with Dr. Robert N. Arghter of the late Henry and baugh officaiting. Burial was in
Sally Emma Freeman Bobbitt. Hazelwood Cemetery, Jewell
She was the wife of Johnny E. Windle Funeral Home was
Maddox and a well-known in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Rice was the son of the
South Fulton resident, having
lived at 412 Bates Street in late Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
South Fulton for twenty-two Rice of Fulton and was maryears. She was employed at ried to the former Miss Clara
Haws Memorial Nursing Home Fields of Fulton in 1916. He
and Mrs. Rice moved to
for many years.
Surviving, in addition to her Springfield in 1920, and have
husband, are one son, Thomas been frequent visitors here
Williams of Paducah; two dau- since that time.
ghters. Mrs. Mary 'Margaret Surviving are his wife; one
Rucker of South Fulton and son, Edwin Cooke Rice, Jr.,
Mrs. Nonemer Hickerson of and one daughter, Mrs. Edd
Dyersburg; two step-children, Herr, both of Springfield, and
Miss Ruth Maddox of Jackson one sister, Mrs. Garth Connally
and Mrs. Ima Osborne of South of Memphis, the former Pearl
Fulton, one step-grandchild, Rice. Mrs. Rice is an aunt of
seven grandchildren and six Mrs. Raymond Andrus and a
- great grandchildren;' a sister, cousin of Miss G4rtrude MurMrs. Beatrice Robinson of phey, both of whom attended
the funeral. Mr. and Mrgt Bob
Dyersburg, and two cousins.
Binford spent Sunday in
Springfield with the Rice family.
• Jennie McClure Roach were
held Friday. April 3, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel,
s' lb Rev. James Best, pastor
of the First Baptist Church, offp•i;iing.. Burial was in Poplar
(;rove Cemetery.
Mrs. Roach, a long-time
r4..dent of Fulton, died early
ThurAay morning, April 2. in
the - Jackson-Madison County
r;eneral Hospital at .lickson.
Tenn. She was the widow of
Cene H ach.
Surviving are three cousins,
Mr;. Estes Prather Newsom
and Edgar .1. Prather. both of
.Lckson, and Miss Ruli McWhinney of Terre Haute. Indi-
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Edwin C. Rice

Jim Oliver died Friday. April
3. in the Fulton Hospital, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
on Sunday. April 5. in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. Charles Jobe officiating. Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery,
Mr. Oliver wa as retired Illinois Central engineer.
He is surVvied by his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Oliver of Route
4, Fulton; two daughters, Mrs.
Betty Brown and Mrs. Jean
Clayton of Fulton; one son,
Jimmy Oliver of Clarksville,
Ind.; one brother, Charles
Oliver of Fuiton; two sisters,
Mrs. Mignon Reynolds of Fulton and Mrs. Phil Kocher of
Matteson, m., and six grandchildren

THE MESSAGE!
Did you hear about the guy
who crossed a homing pigeon
with a woodpecker? He produced a bird that knocks before delivering the message.

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

• St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Hickman was founded in 184.3

Roy. Robot/ Lane is the pastor

See us for. - -

(Gardner's Studio)

Cub Pack 48 and Explorer Post 48. The worship services retied

by the Rev. Nathaniel Newlin Cowgill, the pioneer Episcopal priest

the rich liturgical tradition of the Episcopal Church, as well as a

of Western Kentucky. The Rev. Mr. Cowgill, one-time Quaker, was

deep biblical commitment. The congregation warmly welcomes all

ordained to the priesthood in Danville, Ky.,-and came west to found

who come to worship and to share the ministry of Jesus Christ to

not only St. Paul's, but Trinity Church in Fulton and Grace Church

the community.

in Paducah.
St. Paul's presently occupies a building erected in 1900, its

Schedule:

man, St. Paul's offers a full schedule of worship services, and

11:15 a. m.

an active Women's Auxiliary, as well as the sponsorship of

Holy Communion every first Sunday.

Worship Service Each Sunday

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulion R.E. C.C.

Ray Williams Insurance

Park Terrace Motel

Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.

Restaurant & Gift Shop

Fulton and South Fulton

Join us after church on Sunday

a good place to work

"Live Batter Elictrically.
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

Dan -Cream. Inc.
wint State Line
Fulton, Ky.

472-2430

Liberty Super Market

472-3657

Evans Drug Company
The Revell Store

Your insurance Needs
216 Lake Street

472-2421

RICE AGENCY

IC-N Root Beer Drive-In

Hornbook Funeral Homo

CLOSED SUNDAY

302 Carr Street

Broadway

So. Fulton

479-1711

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Kentucky Ave. at Rood

472-9060

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton, Ky.

472.1412

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1362

Fulton 472-1341
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment 8, Balancing

Greenfield Monument Works

110 Lake Street

472-9072

— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display ";
• Well Lighted At Night •
" Open Sunday Afternoons •

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky,

236-2455

Fulton

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Fulton
ai-vin

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton Bank
MR FRIENDLY BANK

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Greenfield
Phone 235-2213

J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

1

third home. In its 123rd year on ministering to the people of Hick-

South Fulton, Tennessee

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
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From Mulepower
to Horsepower
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Assigned Here
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(Continued From Page One)
time in Cadiz".
"Is your heart good and strong?" the
man smilingly responded.
"Why, yeah, I think so".
--;--t4Vet-nrrSmittrBriTtiVerit'7111trtwtnr- -father"

Tobae
Suppo
Pric
e
WASHINGTOt

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, April 9,
1970

fend the South. When the 7th (Caracinued from Page
Ohs)
Kentucky (n) Infantry was
organized at Camp Burnett, 1970 YEARBOOK_
was in charge of the program,
two miles from Clinton, in
and she
Hickman county,
X. War- ciation expressed her appreto the faculty members
ren was named Captain and
Quartermaster, George War- and the other students for their
Smith, who had some 40 Austrian Priren was soon promoted to Lieu- support and their 'loyalty durtenant. This unit later became ing the past year. Special ansoners-of-war working around his extensive
a pant of General N. B. For- nuals were given to Charles
business enterprise at Cadiz during World
Thomas, Bobby Snider, Billy
rest's named cavalry.
War II, is in Austria visiting a few of them,
Tbe war was still in progress Milner and Diane Stowe, who
he stated.
when Capt. Ed. K. Warren are the yearbook advisors.
The 1970 Gr-r-rowl staff with
married Catherine Morris, daughter of the late Robert Smith to thank all of the local supI'll let Gaylon, who sags he is deathly
porters
for helping them along
Morris, who had established a
afraid of high buildings and places, tell you
large plantation, in Onion the way.
County, a few miles from Fulabout the three-stage elevator trip to the top
ton. My grandmother is buried
of the great Eiffel tower in Paris and how
in the Morris family plot in
the upper-stage elevator got jammed as it
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton.
started down,and there they hung. I shudder
Members of the Morris family
still reside in Fulton and in
to even think about it.
Obion County.
When -the War ended the
And now let's talk about things closer
Warren brothers once more resumed their newspaper cato home.
Joe applications for employreers. Capt. Ed K. Warren, ment in the Summer Head
Monday morning I was out to see Bill
published a newspaper at May- S'art program as teacher,
Bradley at Hirsch's when one of the lady
field for several years before classroom aide, cook and cusclerks came up carrying a pink home-made
going to Washington, D. C. to todian should be sent to the
Officers
and directors of the Kentucky Angus Association were elected at the greup's annual mooting
become an Assistant Doorkeep- following Advisory Committee
' dress she had just found hanging on_ the
and banquet in Louisville
er for the House of Represent- Chairman before Friday, April
during the Kentucky Sweepstakes Show and Salo. Shown herielloft to right)
"new" dress racks. The only conclusion they
are: Directors Tom Cori, Anchorage; Charles atives.
George Warren, return- 10, 1970:
Moon. Fulton; Jimmy Walters, Lexington; J. L. Dunnegirs, Guthrio; Ralph L.
could reach was that some alleged "custoSmith, Smithland; Jake Herndon, Boma; Cliff- ed to Hickman about 1865 and
Carlisle County —Dale Webb
ord Smith Jr., Frankfort; socrietary-lreasurer Mrs. Robert W. Hicks Jr., Midway; presiders
again
mer" had come in Saturday wearing the pink
begun
the publication of Box 402 Arlington, Kentucky.
Charlie' Cannon, Flerningsburg;
the
Directors
Hickman
Bonny
Fulton County — Verleoa
Holder,
G11111•14111
Courier. He was
; Jim Quisonborry, Winches-lor; and vica-pnwidont Newell Hicks,
dress, tried on a new dress, put her coat on
Midway.
married to Mollie (Raiford) Alexander, 411 Cedar
Street,
over it and proceeded to hang her old dress
Photo by American Angus Association.
French and in addition to being Fulton, Kentucky.
on the racks and walk out.(I would strongly
an editor he served a number
Hickman County — Jessie
of years as Judge and was Crime, 203 Water Street, Clinsuggest that this stunt not be attempted at
week in August the Martins
LETTER TO EDITOR
prominent in Civic affairs. He ton, Kentucky.
leave here and go to the
Hirsch's anymore).
Memphis, Tenn.
and
his wife are buried in the
Preference will be given to
Amazon Valley in Brazil. They
April 2, 1970
A trick that sometimes works, I am told
old cemetery just east of Hick- parents of Head Start children
return anytime from March Dear Fulton
News:
and persons with experience in
man.
by local merchants, is for a customer to come
20th to April 10th to last year's
Yesterday Grace Cavender
child development programs.
I hope you will find
nest. They return after the in- gave
in the store, try on a new pair of shoes, deme her copy of the News, formation of interest. this in- Include in your
April 7, 1970
here. If not, they will build it sects begin fly.
application:
I wish
to
cide they look and fit all right, put their old
calling my attention to the col- you the very
Mr. Paul Wesgtheling
elsewhere. Allowing them to
beet in your ven- Position applied for, Name,
The Fulton County News
continue -this public nuisance
shoes in the new shoe box, and walk out
They are good company, umn "Turning Back The ture.
Address, Phone, Age, Marital
Fulton. Kentucky
certainly will not convince them sing from dawn to dark. In Clock."
Status, Education, Work exSincerely Yours,
with the new shoes on. This may work once
Dear Mr. Westplieling:
they should spend $20 million flight they are most graceful
It was interesting to read the
Robert C. Warren, Col. perience, Family income for
in a while, but most clerks are on to it, and
aid very fast. Anyone who paragraph about Sabra and
dollars here.
last calendar year and ReferUSA-Ret.
Well, you finally did ft! I
the penalties for shoplifting are too stiff to
I am sure you have no ifliten- ever has the Purple Martin the -hand he organized so many
5908 West 100th Terrace ences.
have threatened to write your
tion of doing so, however, around their home will never years ago. I remember the
even attempt it anymore.
Shawnee Mission, Kanpaper several times, and this
please do not publish this let- again fail to provide them a names of some of the members
sas 66207
"Even so," Bill told me,"we once got a
time I am upset enough to do
REVIVAL IN PROGRESS
proper nesting place.
ter in your paper.
Sam
DefMyer,
Bobby Deit. I am referring to your
call from the Dairy Queen across the street
A Revival, now in progress
Very
Zombi.
Claude
truly
Shelby
yours,
and many
PLEASE
"Kentucky Windage" column
NOTEI
Now
a
few
words
about the others. Sebra was a talented
that there was a pair of new shoes over there
(Name Withheld)
"Letters to the Editors" at Liberty Baptist Church,
last week concerning the atsarriest bird on this planet - musician
will continue through April 10
and played the must be signed in order
on the floor with our store name on them. titude of "some railroaders"
to be with -services
the Starling - pest of all pests. French horn
and the alto horn. published, but writer's
nightly at 7:30
We went to pick them up, and sure enough, and "some Fultonians" toward
name
p. m. Bobby Ransom is leading
Encicsed find my check, will be withheld
I heard a lot and read a lot
LETTER TO EDITOR
if requested. the
they were from our stocks. The best we the Illinois Central Railroad.
singing.
please add me to your subDear P & Boots: Sorry, we
True, the railroad has meant
Since you commented on the that spraying crops is killing
could figure is that someone pulled the shoe
decline to air your laundry.
a lot to Fulton in the poet, and feelings of citizens toward the our birds. I think I con prove scription list.
Thanks,
trick, got that far, got scared and left them
Nerd time sign your name and
may again in the future. (They blocking of crossings, I thought that -not one word of this is
Mrs. Sebra Evans
you'll get better treatment.
have dangled that in front of you might be interested in this: true. The only bird that would
over there under a booth."
eat
a
1088
Vance Ave.
dead bug is a scavenger
Ed.
our notes for years.) However, On a recent night, just beand
-that's
Memphis
,
what
Tenn.
the Starling is.
38104
there are quite a number of fore ten o'clock, I tried to get
At the National Store they tell about the ex-employees who are upset,
to the Fulton Post Office. A If spraying was killing birds,
FOURTH PLACE!
and rightly so. with the ICRR. stopped freight train with its there would be no Starlings.
time that the late Mr. Wiggins spied a rathMerry Go-Go, with Jewel
These men's jobs were abolish- engines near the passenger
LWITER TO EDITOR
er-prominent lady attempting to leave the
The Starling is the destroyer
Myatt
up, won fourth place in
ed and their employment depot was extended the entire of our
I will preach in a Gospel the National walking
birds. Our woodpecker.
store wearing a pair of new shoes that she
Horse
terminated; therefore, they length of Lake Street, blocking Flicker
meeting
with the Smith Street Show in Nashville last
and any birds that nests
had not bought, stopped her, and demanded
weekfully expected the ICRR to live four crossings. No other cross- in a
hole in a tree are about Church of Christ, South Ful- end.
up to its contract with them ings are available. It started gone. When
payment for the shoes.
ton, Tennessee on Wedkieskey,
the
Starling
finds
and pay severance pay. The moving very, very slowly, so their
April 8th, Thursday, April titti
When he got a sarcastic and indignant railroad
nest,
MOST VALUABLE
I decided to go under the un- make his being too sorry to and Friday, April 10th with serhas refused.
own, he goes in and
denial, he simply pointed to the shoes.
"Most Valuable Player"
As to blocking the crossings, derpass and come in from the throws
vices
at
7
p.
m.
out
their
eggs
or their
"Lady", he announced, you didn't even take
this town is not made up en- East side of town via the Wal- young
I -preached at the Central awards at SFFIS went to Johnand raises his own famny McGuire, football; Ralph
tirely of railroad families, and nut Street crossing.
time to remove the tag that is hanging from
ily. The only reason they don't Church of Christ for four years Jackson,
basketball, and Mariwhen a person is late for an
As I reached this crossing, do the same
-about ten years ago. I was on
your heel".
to
the
Purple
Marlyn
Hardy, basketball, at the
appointment, school, or in a another freight was approach- tin
is that they don't make the radio five days a week, school's all-sp
hurry to get home, he couldn't ing the crossing and coming to
orts
banquet
every week I was in Fulton
much of a nest.
Monday evening at the cafecare less who is blocking his a -stop, because it could not
Another shoplifting trick is to carry in a
and so made many friends. It
teria.
way.
All
proceed
he
wants
No -bird will feed near them is hoped that the building will
until the first mentionto do is go.
well-taped-up box that appears to be ready
We wouldn't allow a farmer to ed train could get out of its or fight with them. They emit be filled each evening.
for shipment somewhere. It may be tied
pull his ecluipment onto the way. This second train was too an odor that other birds can
WEATHER REPORT
It will be a genuine thrill to
with a strong cord and even have an address
highway and block traffic for close for me to try to beat it. not stand. They also carry a return to the area
of South Fulthirty minutes just because it But, I thought surely it would disease that is fatal to humans. ton and Fulton, Ky.
label on it, but it has a hinged end that will
and meet (From current readings and
is more convenient for him, stop short of the crossing. It It causes hardening of the res- again the wonderful
open in a jiffy, and into which merchandise
people that records of Jim Hale, South
and farmers are also import- Did Not Do Any Such Thing! piratory system.
we knew at the time.
Fulton.)
can be stuffed when no one is apparently
apt to our community. The It pulled just barely.across the
A personal note: I will not
This nasty thing was brought
train crews can cut those crossing and there it sat ..
looking.
have the time to come out and Date High Low
. to this continent
Precip.
in 1886 - about meet with all
crossings if they want to. If blocking both the State,
There are many gimmicks that shopliftmy friends, so I
Iltle
they are too lazy to do so, then Street -and the Walnut Street a dozen were let loose on our beseech you to
APRIL
1970
come to the
ers attempt to use, but what they don't stop
east coast. Now there are five
they can pay the fine. This or- Crossings.
South Fulton building of the
74
50
to consider these days is the fact that more
.7 rain
dinance should have been passBetween the two trains, they starlings to one of all other Church of Christ and -be with 1
2
59
36
0
ed years ago. Incidentally, it were blocking every possible birds added together.
and more stores here are rigged up with
me.
3
If they aren't destroyed now,
66
32
0
isn't even necessary for the crossing by which the fire
Oliver Cunningham
closed-circuit-TV and other devices that pro- freight trains
4
in
60
twenty
years
we
will
truck
have
to be routed
could reach any part of
Henderson, Penn.
vide surveillance even though the customer
5
no birds left except Starlings
62
through downtown Fulton. They Fulton except a half
6
and a few sparrows and they,
70
40
0
may not know it... plus the fact that man- can go through the New Yards. blocks or so right arounddozen
the too, are imports
7
71
0
from Europe.
fire
agers and clerks are pretty well up on all of
Last Thanksgiving I was on By house. And, so needlessly! It would, to me, be a
LETTER TO EDITOR
dreary,
FIVE YEARS AGO
the known practices.
I have just read with some
my way to my parents"' home ter stopping just about a quar- lonely place without our
beautimile back,
second train ful
surprise and a great deal of inAPRIL 1965
This certainly is not meant to alarm a for dinner. They live on the would have leftthe
song birds.
State Line and
south side of the tracks from
The
starlings
stay
in large terest an Associated Press 1
Walnut Street crossings open
casual shopper, anywhere. If you have noth71
44
0
Pierce, Tennessee. I got to for
groups. I used to live -in New news release from Hickman, 2
traffic.
62
44
ing to hide, shop as you please, and you will Pierce and -a train was
0
Kentucky that appeared in the
blockThis kind of thoughtfulness Jersey. A plane crashed in
3
53
42
.9 rain
ing the crossing. (I don't know would
be welcome. But if you intend to try to walk
Elizabeth, taking 136 lives and March 30th edition of the Kan- 4
cost
the
73
Railroad
.2 rain
barely mng a large hos- sas City(-hlo.) Star. The article 5
out with some free merchandise, beware. how long it had been there.) I lutely nothing and wouldabso80
58
be pital. On
(0) nain
sat there for thirty minutes and
determining the cause further stated that the Hick- 6
deeply appreciated.
DON'T.
72
54
1" rain, hail
that train did not budge. I had
of the crash, they found the air man Courier was the oldest
(Name Withheld)
7
85
o
to turn around and go five
intake stopped up with dead newspaper in Western Kenmiles back to Fulton and six
Starlings. The plane had just tucky, founded in 1859.
I've gone on here at some length and
NINE YEARS AGO
My
paternal grandfather was
miles around the other way to
left New York.
haven't even mentioned about Jo and how
APRIL 1961
LETTER TO EDITOR
get to my parents' home, makRegardless of who likes it the founder of the Courier. He,
I BELIEVE IN
she's getting along getting the COURIER in
with his younger brother, 1
ing me one hour late. And to PLEASE LET'S SAVE OUR or doesn't, this peat
58
32
(tr) rain
must be
make matters worse, that train
good running order, which she IS doing, and
VANISHING BIRDS
destroyed and now! They can, Warren, came to Hickman in 2
32
(tr) rain
BILL BROCK.
was still blocking that crossmust and will be destroyed. If 1850. My grandfather, Capt. 3
37
(Is') rain
things are going fine.
I have made Purple Martin,
ing. I was absolutely furious.
30
there is to be a law against our Ed. K. Warren, was the was of 4
0
Last week I got a distressed call from
Blue
Bird
and
Wren
I WANT TO HELP.
Peterson G. Warren, a journal- 5
houses right destruction of
We tried calling the Yard Mas56
44
.25 rain
them, a ist
over there, wanting to know if I had hidden
of
ter and he had his phone off every day for the past five small bounty could be paid
60
34
(tr) rain
to ville. Murfreesboro and Nash- 6
years;
worked
1014
hours
a
the
Tenn.
day
hook. He evidently didn't
About two years 7
the kids for their eggs for a
60
an extra set of keys around her car any32
0
ago I visited the office of the
want to be bothered by all the and tried to realize only a fair few years.
where. She had locked herself out of the ofHickman
angry people calling him. We 8 hours pay. Our desirable
Courier
and
was perIf interested in houses, feedfice, and her purse and car keys were inside.
mitted by Mr. Gardner to read
were finally able to contact birds are very scarce. People ers, preservation of our
de- old
file copies of the paper.
him by phone and he said he have just quit providing a nest- sirable birds, send name
I assured her I had no extra keys. She was a
and
The first Courier was soon ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
"couldn't be bothered". This Is ing place for them. One Purple address and stamp for
little late getting home for dinner that night,
bronot a little dirt road, it is a Martin eats about 4,400 insects chure to: Graydon B. Cummins interrupted. War had come to
All persons having claims
but she made it.
daily. You never see a mosmuch used paved highway.
Mt. Vernon, Kentucky 40456. Kentucky. The paper was su- 'against Myrtle G. Hathcock,
I, too, am most interested in quito if you have Purple Marspended when the Warren brodeceased,
are required to prove
thers answered the call to deattracting new industry to this tins. Wrens and Blue Birds eat
March 24.
their claims as required under
Son of Ire Armstrong of 311 area which would be beneficial enough bugs in one year to pay
the law of Kentucky and file
LETTER TO EDITOR
Anderson St., Henry is a junior to all, and I would not went to you 10 times for providing,
with me with in dune months
March 24, 1970
majoring in industrial educa- discourage the Illinois Central them a nesting place. I make
from date and all persons
Railroad or any other industry two kinds of houses for the Dear Sir:
tion.
owing the estate are edviaed to
from locating here. However, Purple Martins. One type has The Facer Jaycettes want to
contact me.
no doors at all, and Sparrows thank you for the publicity you
The conference centered its -people do have
rights,
and
I
theme around the ability of the feel one of
them is to be able won't nest in it The other type gave us these past three weeks.
JOHN C. HONDURANT
Henry Armstrong of Fulton black studies movement In
to use the streets and highways has a door in the corners. 'They Our Game Night was a big
ADMINISTRATOR WITH
was one of four Murray State schools to help students go into
have three times the view that success, and the publicity we
uninterru
pted.
WILL ANNEXED
University students who at- blac-tc communities and to obANDREWS
received was the reason.
feel if it will be advantage- the usual side door has.
219 E. Clinton Street
'ended the Black Students Con- tain and build brotherhood of
sinew*.
ous for the new railroad faciliHickman, Kentucky 42010
The Purple Martin will eat
ference held in Louisville, Ky. all black people of the work!.
Jewelry Company
Gayle McCann
Poll*at by look lot Soon* ca.e...
ty to locate here, it will be built nothing
but insects. The last
T.A. LYPerl, Trosouror,
Secretary
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r-r-rowl staff wish
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application:
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ptist Church,
April 10
at 7:30
nsom is leading

- The
WASHINGTON
U.S. Department of Agricalture
has set the average price support level for the 1970 burley
tobacco crop at 68.6 cents a
pound, compared with a 65.8
cents average for the 1969 crop.
The support Is the amount
farmers are guaranteed for
their leaf in return for limiting
the amount of tobacco they

raise.
The agency said Thursday the
increase is about 4.3 per cent
because price-support law requires that price supports reflect the higher costs of goods
and services bought by farmers
during the past three years,
compared with the average of
those prices during the
hase period.
The average price support
level for dark air-cured type 35
tobacco will be 41.4 cents in
1970. For dark fire-cured twes
22 and 23, the support level will
be 46.6 cents.

EN
FRIE
-Try Our Pizza -Call Us

Set By Germany
BONN - Raw-steel production
in West Germany hit a record
high of 49.8 million tons in 1969,
up 10 per cent from the 45.3 million tons in 1968. Steel-Industry
sales increased 25 per cent to $7
billion.

To Heed Resolution

rz.irgest

Railroad Salvage Co.

ad on page 2

See

When closets

Evans Drug Store
,Fulton Bank
Fulton County News

See ad on

See ad on Page 8

Fulton Daily Leader

overflow and your energy

gets low, choose our cost free

way

to store your bulky woolens.

SMART HOMEMAKERS
LOVE OUR
WORK-SAVING

GARMENT STORA
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVER/
Our tree summer storage service gives you
all the advantages of an extra closet at no
extra cost. Safe from fire, theft, moths and
other summer dangers, your winter garments
are returned to you beautifully drycleaned
and pressed in the Fall.

Happy Day Professional Cleaners
1-Hour Cleaning

1-Day Shirt Service

Drive-in Window Service
PHONE 472-2525

WEST STATE LINE,FULTON

K. Homra's
- E. W eJme,s1o& Sons

.v

ad on page 2

RIO DE JANEIRO- Sales of
Brazilian orange concentrate In
the United States were five
times larger in 1968 than in 1967,
amounting to 16.4 million gallons. Brazil is the largest supplier of orange concentrate

scount

1I

Bay Family Shoe Store
Ben Franklin Store
The Budget Shop
,
City Super Drug
City National Bank
Clarice Shop
Dimeco Variety Store
Dotty Shop

Sales lip 5 Times

SAIPAN-How can a Pacific
typhoon be stopped? Last year
when Saipan was threatened, the
islanders' Parliament voted a
resolution forbidding the typhoort
to come closer. It stopped
abruptly 240 miles out at sea.

Sunday Open 5p. m.To 8p.in.479-9082

See

•

Kentucky Game
Hunting Dates Set

have not been set.
According to the ruling of the
commission, the squirrel season
will open this year on Aug. 15
and continue through Oct. 31.
A second phase will open on
Nov. 19 and continue through
Dec. 31.
The bag limit again this year
is six, with 12 in possession after two or more days of hunting.
Hunters are always interested
in the gun deer hunt, especial-,
ly. That five-day season this fall
will open in all 120 counties
on Nov. 14 and continue through
Nov. 18 with deer "with antler
or spike visible above the hairline" being legal game. In three
counties, Edmonson, Barren and
Hart, doe may be taken as

By HARRY TOWLES, Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.-This is for the hunters. For the last'
few weeks most talk has been about fishing and when it will
break wide open. But hunters must be given a bit of consideration and that is exactly what the Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission did at a recent
All season, except those for
meeting.
and waterfowl,
Hunters have complained migratory birds
set for Kentucky as
down through the years that they have been
Department of Inwere handicapped in applying of now. The
furnished a framework
for vacation dates to coincide tenor
waterfowl or nilwith certain hunting seasons during which
gratory birds may be taken and
of
dates
the
because
-simply
its seasons into
favorite hunting seasons are not Kentucky fits
This framework
OUR LOUNGE ROOM IS NOW OPEN
usually announced in time. The this boundary.
been announced and well as bucks.
commission took care of the has not yet
hunting seasons
The bow and arrow season, in
little grievance quite adequately therefore the
for those species in Kentucky all 120 counties, will run throughat the last session,
1
0
>41Mot)401•04MMPO.SMI.
out October and December. Of
..04M/0041111M.D4OMPo411=10‘)4M1M.o4lOmotNMI.o.M.P4
MOM()111.0.04=1.4 NEIM041M10.4 mEllOO.04111M
course, the limit for deer in
1 Kentucky is one per year, all.
THE FISHERMAN
seasons included. Dates for the
1 hunting on a number of mill$5.99
I Rod. Reel & Line
tary installations have not been
Masterkote Latex
/ set nor. have the dates bee
97c ea.
i All Bass Plugs
established for controlled huntCroppie Stpppers
Reg.$2.99
Toughkote
on preserves.
PAINT
WALL PAINT
EARN & FENCE
The quail and rabbit hunter
5 for $1.00
I
must have his gun and dogs
2 GaL
$5.00
$2.99
Gal.
PAINT.
I Shyster-Type Spinners
I ready by Nov. 19. That's the
day both seasons open. They
White - Red. Green
29c each
Victory Latex
will continue uninterrupted
i through Jan. 31. Six rabbits may
WALL PAINT
1 - Coat Oil Base
be taken per day with 12 in
Quickway Latex
i Rod Holders
Reg. $3.99
HOUSE PAINT
1 possession. The bobwhite limit
HOUSE PAINT!
Is 10 per day with 20 in posBest Paint Buy
I Foam Minnow112 Ft. Cane
$7.00
2 Gal.
$4.50 Gal.
session,
in Town!
$2.99 Ga1.4
POLES
BUCKETS
Grouse hunters will again have
With Free Dip N1
Latex Semi-Gloss
a long season. Firing starts OR
Best Grade Victory
79c
$1.00
Nov. 19 and concludes Feb. 28,
ENAMEL - Wash up White, Gray, Green, Redwood-.Latex HOUSE PAINY
12-Foot
19T1. The limit is unchanged at
with soap and water Avacado
four per day and eight in pos:
$4.99 GaL
s
e
Fiberglas
Telescop
session.
$2.49 Quart
So, hunters, there you are.
99c Quart /
REMOVER $2.99 Gal.
10 ft. $4.98
I Poles $6.98
Now, make your vacation coinAccent Latex Dripcide with the open season on
We Stock A Full Line Of Antiquing/ your favorite game.
Wire Fish 4 - Prong Frog less WALL PAINT
1 - Coat Reg. $4.99
1 Baskets
Stone Output 1Up 2%
39c
Gigs
CHICAGO-U.S. production of
$3.99 Gal.I
$2.99
Fish Spears
stone for but1din construction
was up about 2 per cent last
Prices Good Through
69c ea.
year to 833 million tons, worth
LAKE ST.-FULTON, KY.
1970
11,
April
_ 95p
Pole Reels
ims.,,...D.0.m.....1.u.smi.n-am.o.a.I1 $1.116 billion.
pasupoimooasmommoinokoiamoo4ssokramthem.0-inw,-cowoompo4saap,,4
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1,TON. KENTUCK-Y

Three Big
Shopping Days
For Our
Customers

Ifs Spring BARGAIN TIME in the Twin Cities
budget. . . an April Shower of bargins for
minded shoppers! Although space does not permit us here to list the great number of items
specially priced for these three days, come
visit the firms listed here and you'll find that
your trip was worth the trouble; all participating firms have something SPECIAL for you!

K
The Leader Store
National Store
Noffel's
Railroad Salvage
s
'
asnow

See

See ad on page 2

ad on this page

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Twin City Furniture
Western Auto Store

page 7

-Sponsored By The

Twin Cities' Retail Merchants Bureau

WFUL Radio
Wilson Sport Center
See ad on page 6

'Cadillac' writer, Guy Drake,
laughing loud and riding high
(Song on page four)
in the naa 46-yearold former schoolteacher
and painting contractor
who has written and recorded a song that has
sold more than 350,000
copies and is slated for a
SKUrelY rests
tive talent Of

BY HOWELL PEARE
NASHVILLE BANNER

The view from a radio
tower in Kentucky has
caused a rumble that
goes from Music Row to
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
The eve of the storm

FULTON BARGAIN DAYS

SPECIALS
Thursday, Friday, Saturday Only
Imo

•Im am .1= NEN

MEN! During Fulton Bargain Days we are offering 6-inch work shoes and 8-inch work boots
at GENEROUS SAVINGS. These are quality
shoes!

6 Inch Lace, Reg. $12 to $15 Pair

$10. pr.
8 - Inch Lace, Reg. $14 to $17 Pair

$12. pr.
1.•
Sizes 13 to 3: LITTLE LEAGUE
BASEBALL SHOES

Bay Family Shoe Store

command performance
In the White House's East
HoOrrt April 17.
Guy Drake, sto has been
In Nashville 14 months, wrote
"Welfare Cadilac" when he
was painting a radio tower
in Pineville, Ky. It now is
a juke box favorite and President Nixon requested it as
one of three particular songs
he wanted Johnny Cash to
sing when the nation's numbe:
one entertainer will perforn
before 250 dignitaries.
Comical
"It's comical," Drake said
Friday, commenting on the
recent letter that Tennessee
Welfare Commissioner Herman Yeatman wrote Nixon,
protesting the request pnd
saying that the song did not
depict welfare recipients in
the proper light.
"The man who should have
the intelligence for his potation, though, takes away the
comedy," Drake said. When
you, turn the thing around,
there's not a damned thing
funny. He's putting his hand
in my pocket.
"He doesn't know anything
more about the record
business than I know about

the welfare department.
"This man has made a silly
statement." Drake's manager
and agent, Buddy Lee said,
and added that Yeatman
should apologize to President
Nixon and Drake.
The song tells about a man
who uses his welfare check
to make payments for a
Cadillac even though his house
is less than great, and alludes
to the fact that the President
has promised more f o r
welfare. This induces the man
to conclude that his wife
should also have a Cadillac.
Segment Featured
Friday night's CBS-TV
news, with Walter Cronkite,
featured a segment that
depicted the controversy, and
local television stations as
well as AP and UPI wire services have devoted time to
the incident.
Drake said he wrote the
song when he was painting
a radio tower in Pineville,
Ky., noticing a shanty that
was "half wood and half Holiday Inn sign, with a roof
made of sawmill slabs, tin
cans and pieces of linoleum.
"There was a litter of
young'uns, some of 'em old.

THESE PRICES GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY

;

Seamless

DRESSES

STOCKINGS

From Our Regular Stock
Junior, Misses, Half-Sizes

Slight Seconds

Bargain Days Only

20%

one

Bargain Days Only

4 pr. $1.00

Regular Price
Ladies

MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
No Iron Short Sleeve
Button Down Reg. Colter

20% OFF
Regular Price

Ladies

.

PANTY HOSE
Children's

99c pair

SHOES
Boys and Girls
Sizes 9 to 3; 3/
1
2 to 6

Bargain Days Only

Reg. $3.50 Value
Bargain Days Only

,

$2.99

BATH TOWELS
22 x 44 Size
Regular MOO Value

PIECE GOODS

SHIRT BLOUSES

45 Inches With
Reg. Flic and Me Value

Long Sleeve

Values To WO

$2.99

MEN'S

Men's Work Pant

and Shirt Set
,Never Needs Ironing
Tan and Dark 011ve

Bargain Days Only

$7.99 set

79c

Ladies

Regular $3.00 Value
Bargain Days Only

Sport Coats
From Our Regular Stock

$2.99

Bargain Days Only

Sleeveless Shells

SUITS
Bargain Days Only

Regular $5.00 Value
Bargain Days Only

Ladies

MEN'S
Spring and Summer

Reg. $3.98 Value
Bargain Days Only

KNIT VESTS

$3.99

Bargain Days Only

59c yard
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Water Valley
Youth Killed
In Vietnam
CLINTON, Ky..
-Spec.
4/c Floyd Stanley Franklin, 21,
of Water Valley Rt. 1, was killed
in Vietnam an Monday. according to a message received by his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Franklin. No other details were
given.
Besides his parents, survivors

Page 2

include three sisters, Mrs. Bonnie Rowe, Water Valley, Mrs.
Barbara Rowe, Natter, Mo., and
Mrs. Evelyn Cox, Little Rock,
Ark.; and seven brothers, Han
vey Franklin, Cutler, Mo., Larry Franklin, East Prairie, Mo.,
Roy Franklin, Wingo Rt. 1,
Leslie and Wesley, both of
Water Valley, Troy Franklin,
serving with the armed forces,
and Terry Franklin, at home.
Funeral arrangements are Incomplete.

Ladies

MEN'S

SHOES

PEDWIN SHOES

Spacial Group

Discontinued Styles

Values To $8.00

Values to $15.00

$4.99

$7.98 and $9.98

$2.59
STORE HOURS: — 9 to 5:30 Monday Thru Friday; 910 8 on Saturdays

Kasnow's Dept. Store

enough for school, without a
stitch of clothes on. I didn't
see any grownups, either.
What really got me was this
Cadillac pinked in front of
the house. I sat down and
wrote the song and carried
it in my pocket for four
years."
Drake said he came to
Nashville 14 months ago because his two daughters married Nashville men and he
was "too tired" making the
trip here to see them, "so,
I just moved here."
Painting Stripes
He worked with the Kroger
Co., painting stripes for parking lots, and took his song
to local agencies, trying to
get it published and recorded.
'Several major labels
wanted it for other singers,"
he said, "but I told them
if I couldn't sing it, then
nobody wpuld."
Drake said, "The height of
my career came when I
heard that the President had
made a tape of my song for
his own personal enjoyment,
and when the top man asks
the top singer to do it for
him, it's great"
He said the song was written on the back of a label of
paint can at the foot of the
tower he was painting.
Mare Polish
The Cadillac he saw in
Boat of the house, he added,
had more polish on it than
the kids did clothes."
The song has not changed
since then, he amid, and he
wrote the music that accompanies his recitation of the
lyrics.
He said that he is "not
mad" at Yeatman but would
prefer him to "take care of
the welfare department and
I'll take care of the record
business.
"I don't see why he is so
darned up in the air. I'll bet
I coeld find some people getting more from welfare than
I'm getting from this
reload."
Drake said, "I'm driving a
to ind new Cadillac, and
%nailer. ain't paying for It."
The car was paid for, he
said, in 97,400 "cash," and
features a magnetic sign stating:
Guy Drakes Original
14Ifare Cadilac.
The car has a plaque on
the back seat that Drake
reteived Feb. 21, stating that
hill song was the number one
receird in the country.
Yeatman's objection is not
the only one, Drake said. He
stated that a disc jockey in
Kansa! City was visited by
50 welfare recipients who
"brought their peanut butter
and an their other goodies"
to protest playing of the
record. Drake said that the
map trid the persons that if
they
idn't pick up the
groceries he would use them.
No Novice
Drake doesn't come to the
music profession as a novice.
He has a master's degree in
music and a bachelor's
in mathematics. He utilized
both for one year, 1946-47,
teaching them in a high school
In Central City, Ky., for $60
a week.
He said he became dissatisfied with teeching and then
began working as a painting
contractor.
Drake added that he has
no animosity toward the
welfare program.
"If people are mentally,
physically or emotionally handicapped, then they should
have help. But I'm not in
favor of giving something to
a man who is to lazy to
work. I've worked all my life,
and I'm going to keep on
working as long as I can."
Dick Heard, the youthful
president of Royal American
Records, Inc., the label that
carries Drake's songs, said
"Welfare Cadilac" was turned down by many companies.
First Record
"We had just set up our

April 9, 19';

— Early Spring Coats, Suits, Dresses

20% OFF
During Fulton Bargain Days, April 9. 10, 11

WEEK-END BARGAIN
'Odds and Endg

SHOWER
CURTAINS
4. Values

$2.00

PAMELA IC

Miss Cl
Betrotl
Mr.Ev

FULTON, Ky.
and Mrs. Browi
Valley Rt. 1, al
gagement and a
riage of their di
Joy, to John Bre
III. son of Mr.
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Miss Clifton i
Hickman Count}
the class of 1969
man at Murray
where she is m
ing. She is a m
Sigma Alpha sc
Mr. Evans is
of Hickman Cou
and will gradua
MSU with a BS
istry and biolog:
bar of Sigma
ternity.
The wedding
June 20.

Miss M
Engag
Joe F.

FULTON, Ky.,
and Mrs. Vyron
Sr. of Fulton ar
gagement and ap
riage of their di
ca Jeane,

Odds and Ends!

DRAPERIES
Great
Reduced
Children's

Dupont

TENNIS SHOES

SPRAY PAINT

Sizes 5 to 3

Fulton, Ky.

— Early Spring Hats (in dark colors)

Smiling all the way to recording glory, Guy Drake takes time to promote the
album that has caused a nationwide controversy, proving that songs can have as
match impact on the national scale as the latest average from the stock market.

FULTON BARGAIN DAY SPECIALS
'Spring and "Summer

Fulton, Ky.

—Stott Photo by Jack Gunter

Shop Here During Fulton Bargain Days April 9 - 10 - 11

,

own system 01 oistrioutson
when we picked up this county. Our first record released
under this new distribution
was Guy's song."
His reaction to Yeatman's
letter is:
"By his selection of "A Boy
Named Sue," "Okie From
Muskogee" and "Welfare
Cadilac," the President showed an acute awareness of
grass roots humor, and 1 felt
that Mr. Yeatman had not
exhibited this sense of humor.
"Perhaps because of his
:position, lie's too close to the
forest to pee the trees."
Cash is not upset about the
situation, and has stated that
he will sing Drake's song if
the President wants to hear
it.
That is Drake's feeling, too,
and the ringing of t h e
telephone in Buddy Lee's office Friday afternoon was
positive testimony that the
song is determined to be heard
in the White House.
Drake has sent a telegram
to Nixon. saying:
"Kindly pay no attention to
Tennessee's welt ar• commissioner. He wants to put
me on welfare by banning
the year's best tongue-m-chsek
._4record. 'Welfare Cadillac.'.

Large Can;
variety of colors

81.00

88c
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Pick your selection Now and
beat the Springtime rush)
Have new drapes ready b
Spring housecleaning time.

REBECCA JEA1,

Made ToOrder
Your Choice of 120 Fabrics!
• Fiberglass
guard

• Rayon and Acetate
• Floral,
• Brocades
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colors)
Dresses
PAMELA JOY CLIFTON

•ril 9, 10, 11

Miss Clifton
Betrothed To
Mr.Evans

PETER ECKRICH
1 LB. PKG.

Smorga&

-Mr.
FULTON, Ky.,
and Mrs. Brown Clifton, Water
Valley Rt. 1, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Pamela
Joy, to John Breckinridge Evans
III, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Evans Jr., Clinton.
Miss Clifton is a graduate of
Hickman County High School in
the class of 1969. She is a freshman at Murray State University
where she is majoring in nursing. She is a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority..
Mr. Evans is also a graduate
of Hickman County High School
and will graduate in June from
MSU with a BS degree in chemistry and biology. He is a member of Sigma Nu social fraternity.
The wedding is planned for
June 20.

Miss Mitchell
Engaged To
Joe F. Brush
d Ends!

LS
OTHS

ack!
pring

SES
Thy
ED

Whole Fryers

Z''Limit"
'
"N
LB.

Ground Beef

290
690
790

Lb-

Store Sliced
Lb

Breakfast Bacon

Vac— Pac

Sliced

"3.590

Beef Liver.

SLICED BACON

3 Lb. Pkg. Or More

Hamburger

59C

Lb.

Semi-Boneless

Lb 890

Fully Cooked Hams
Oscar Mayer

Bologna
Southern Star

GDIEATNETRGSEINZTE
CAKi MIXES

A?tt ooai t 'Ap
GIANT
GAIN
DETERGENT

3 Lb.

°1'69C
1Box

With This Coupon
Good Only At A & P Food Stores
..fiegulac Price Without Coupon
Cou pinn'Expires.Sat.. April ii
Qiustorner

Patio Pups
Oscar Mayer

Pickle & Pimento Loaf

BOUNTY
TOWELS

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

JRUOMLBO

Irc
'JUMBO ROLL
BOUNTY
TOWELS

WITH COUPON IN AD

WITH COUPON IN AD
ANN PAGE

musimsa,

sc WM"
"
Dean Brush of McKenzie, Tenn.
Miss Mitchell's grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Walton Brown
Mitchell, and Mr. and Mrs. William Percy Williams, all of
Paris, Tenn. She is a 1968 graduate of Fulton High School, and
is also a graduate of Mid-State
Medical Academy in Nashville.
She is working in the office of
Dr. If. L. Gilliand, Brownsville,
Tenn,
Mr. Brush is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Henry Brush of Greenfield,
Tenn., and of Mrs. Curd Berner
of Greenfield and the late Mr.
Berner. He was graduated from
,McKenzie High School in 1967.
He is an employe of the L&N
Railroad Co. in Brownsville, and
also has farming interests with
his father.
The wedding is planned for
mid-May at First United Methodist Church in Fulton.

OLD FASHIONED
U.S. No. i Maine

19 01. 79c

BOXES

White Potatoes
CRISP

Head Lettuce
Red Rome

Eracall:

Bag

A & P Fresh Chilled

'A Gallon
Bottle

Orange Juice
New

CREAM DROPS
69c
2 Lbs.

10 78C
190
head
5 590
690
490
B.siie
Lb.
Bag

25c

With !his Coupon
Good Only At A di I' Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., April ii
imir I Coupon Per Cii,tnme

Lb.

Apples
Crop

Red Potatoes

MAZOLA

C/10AnC(InnON

MARGARINE

1-LB. CTN

HSTEAEKINSZAUCE

ITEMOU

57

4 oz. IA
/
HEINZ 57 51
STEAK SAUCE all. I Ut

With This Coupon
Good Only Al A & P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., April ii
Unlit 1 Coupon Per Customer

Sultana

Fulton Club
Entertained By
Shelia Owens

U.S.D.A. Inspected

3 Lb.Pkg. Or More

FULTON, Ky., April 1 — Mr.
and Mrs. Vyron Wells Mitchell
Sr. of Fulton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Rebecca Jeane, to4ale Frank Brush;

REBECCA JEANE MITCHELL

PORK CHOPS

1/4 LOIN SLICED

ggc

BEZEO:

Freestone Peaches
Grapefruit Sections
A&P

Armour's

Vienna Sausage
Dutch Queen

Lunch Meat
Early Peas
Salad Dressing

FULTON, Ky.. April 3 Fulton's Jaycee Junior Miss of 1970, Sultana
Sheila Owens. was a special
guest at the general meeting of
the Fulton Woman's Club Fri- Sultana
day afternoon at the club home.
The Fulton High senior presented • patriotic skit, entitled,
"Hello, Ole Glory." She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Shelton Owens,
The Drama and Literature
Department was host to the general meeting. Mrs. Bob Brown
had charge of the program.
Bill Williamson, minister of
$2.15)
SUGGESTED
music and education at the First
Baptist Church, presented sevRETAIL
eral vocal numbers.

LIQUID SHAMPO
BTL.
(

WITH COUPON
IN AD

16 OZ.

WITH COUPON

S'A OZ.
BTL.

1

Si

20-0Z.99,
[YS.

WHITE BREAD

Family
Favorites

Hunts

Manwich Sauce
89t Cream Style Corn
39c Green Beans
A & P French Style

BONUS

A&P

15 OZ

384

art.
JO

Sauerkrau t

Soft Margarine
Cheese Slices
A &PCoffee
Mel 0 Bit

IVORY FLAKES

39t

IVORY SNOW

1 LB.
3-0Z.
BOX ES

BOX

A&P

2 3/4 01 1305

2L13 BOX

DREFT
IS 01. 130X

89t
39;

Vacuum Pak

BOX OF
24
TABLETS

BOX

BOTTLES

EA.

DETERGENT
TIDE

7
20 OZ

22-0Z.

3,c6aonsi. si

lona Golden

16 Or.

9
9

PRELL

-I JANE PARKER
Tro'

n

29
O
Cansz

Oz.Cans

(Pre-Priced)

27c

.
Will,Ins
Lh('t"1
on Pon
1 00d Sires
Good Only At A 6, P .
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat.. April II
Limit I Coupon l'er Customer
IC esti Value if in Or If'

10111~01101114101

3 89c
3 89c
4 $1
2,2 890
71C7aCinst.
390

MAZOLA
MARGARINE

48t

5 L11.-401. BOX
(254 OFF)

61:1: $1
5 $1
5
21 1n-bs.-690
790
1.59
Is. $1
l a?lz

F
1;111::

Can
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Well I've never worked much. In fact, I've been pore all
my We.
guess all I really own is 10 kids and a wife.
This house I live in is all mine, but I guess it is really a shack,
But I always manage somehow to drive a brand new Cadillac.
Back door steps, they all fell plumb down,
Front screen all laying pornewhere on the ground.
Wind just nil* *hipped ahother piece of tar roofing off the back- Shore hope efoesn't side up that new Cadillac.
Front porch steps fell off at the bottom.
Makes no sense to fix them 'cause the floor is rotten!
In winter we sometimes have snow blow in at the cracks-Gets too bad, we just all pile up and sleep in that new Cadillac!
I know the place ain't much but I shore don't pay no rent.
I get a cheek the first of every month from this here federal
government
Every Wednesday I get commodities. Why, sometimes four
or five sacks-Pick them up at the welfare office driving that new Cadillac.
Some folks say I'm crazy; I've even bee called a fool.
But my kids get tree books and free lunches at the school.
We get peanut butter and cheese, and man, they give flour
by the sack.
Course them welfare checks make the payments on my new
Now the way I see it, those other folks are the fools-They're working and paying taxes to send my kids to school!
Salvation Army cuts their hair and gives them clothes on
their back,
'So we can dress up and show off that new Cadillac!
But things are going to get better yet. At least that's what
I understand.
They tell me this new President has put in a new poverty
plan.
He's going to send us pore folks money. They say we're going
to get it in a stack.
In fact, my wife is already shopping for her a new Cadillac!

Such as 4-H, Future Farmers
of America, Future Homemakers
of America, and community dubs
will follow the Central art cleass
lead in volunteering to construct
and set up displays.
All types of materials will
be needed, including lop of various lengths, wooden pallets, and
weather-beaten aged lumber such
as seen In many of the old outbuildings throughout the county.
There Is also a great need for
showcases.
Persons should be reminded
that if they donate items to the

museum, whether it be a showcase or an Item to be displayed
in one, they ass set a valve on
these Hems and deduct them for
income tax purposes. Thereby
the donor and the museum both
reap the beselts

WE'VE MOVED

of
pe

To Reelfoot Avenue -East of the NatioW. Guard Armory
Union City, Tennessee
HOME
OF
THE

12 x60 - 3- BEDROOM -MOBILE HO

BRECK SHAMPOO

cc

JACir—

Reg. $1.09 Cencentrat•

MACKE

84c

TEENIE W
Reg. $1.09 Family Sire

ULTRA BRITE TOOTHPASTE

83c

Reg. $1.09 each, Special twin pak Mennen

DRY ANTIPERSPIRANT 2 FOR
GELUSIL ANTACID TABLETS
100 (Reg. $2.10)
50 (Reg. $1.15)

$1.59

2- BEDROOM
$3,250.00

$1.49
79c

Reg. 60c Dr. Scholl's

ZINO PADS for the feet

749c

— 2 Bedroom
— Spanish
— Al] Electric
— 2 Door Refrigerator
— Gold Carpet
— House Type Furnitur
Regular $6195.00

We Won't Be

Reg. $1.25 Diaparene

UNDERSOLD!

OINTMENT
be used in the display.
So far, a bobcat, goose, deer,
white
squirrel and an albino
mallard duck have been loaned
It Is the purpose of the Museum committee to set up &display
using only the animals,
The actual earth, trees and
birds and reptiles native tothis
lib, will be moved into the °Mon
area.
County Museum to build the disStill needed are a number of
play of mounted animals native
other stuffed specimens such
to this area.
as a beaver, groundhog,
all
"We want to show them off In
sorts of ducks, rabbit, skunk,
their own habitat and this is
oppossum,
raccoon,
all
types
of
the only may we know how to do
birds and even snakes.
it," museum committee memAnyone having one of these
ber Tom Kilpatrick, a sergeant
animals he would like to place
with the Tennessee Highway Pain the museum may contact Sgt.
trol, said today.
Kilpatrick or any of the other
According to Sgt. Kilpatrick,
four members of the committee
Mrs. Joe Eakin, Obion County
—David
Critchlow, Mrs. Al
Central art instructor,
and Strayhorn
and Mrs. George
several members of her class
Cloys, all of Union City, and
have agreed to help build the
Frank Short of Hornbeck.
display, including the painting of
With much work remaining bean 8-by-I6
foot
background fore the museum will be
ready
scene.
to open, and because the comAlso volunteering his services
mittee is operating on a limitis John Reid, Obion County taxied budget, considerable volunteer
dermist, who says he has several
labor will be needed.
animals and birds which can
It is hoped that other groups

It's Bargain Time In Fulton

_ 97c

12 x 60
— 2 Bedroom
— Den Model
— Wall To Wall Carpet
— House Type Furniture
— 2 Door Refrigerator
Glass Sliding Doors

$5,400.00

$4,950.00

DIAMOND

FOIL

HODGES C

CHILI

Reg. $1.49 Mennen Foot Deodorant

QUINSANA

BEETS

$1.23

SEE These Deluxe Homes On OUR SALES LOT

Reg. $1.19 Son. Anti-Perspirant

RIGHT GUARD
Reg. $1.59 12-or. Gelusil

7- DAYS A WEEK

ANTACID LIQUID

RI

9 A. M. To 5 P. M.

Reg. 98c Neo Synephrine

NOSE DROPS

— No Plush Offices
— No Salesman Commissions
— Low Discount Prices
— Bank Financing

Reg. 90c 41
/
2-oz. Sea B

ANTISEPTIC

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG COMPANY
PHONE 479-2262

OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES
PHONE 885 6851
UNION CI I
'I F:NNt.tif

./-1111
r

MIN

ME I

KITCHEN - DEN.BATHROOM
CARPET

"! \WI

111.111111
-116-741111
4w - irmars—r-mis
4111
1

r

zite - Outdoor - In oor arpef
6- Feet Wide
$3.25 Running Foot

$5.00 Sq. Yd.

6

ciail)

SO. FULTON. TENN.

Drive InWindow — Plenty of Free Pais
— Next door to
Liberty Supermarket — Russell Stever Candies.

arAF A
IVA%
111,1111111411
11-7111111M111
III
/
lib immesasmtssiri

Heinz ,

70 - Ounce
PADDING
RUBBER

$1.25

PE,
WADE'S

COMET SNAPPER
Riding Lawn Mower
5- Horsepower . . $319.95
7-Horsepower . . $399.95

9 x 12 Linoleum

RUGS
$4.88

31/2 Horsepower
22-Inch Cut
LAWN MOWER

ARMOUR

C

ARMOUR

VIENNA

TO

LIBERTi

BREI
0j

501 NYLON CARPET $4.99 sq. yd.
PLUSH ACRILAN $5.50 Sq. Yd.
NEW SHIPMENT
EASY TERMS
OVER 40 ROLLS IN STOCK —
CONTINUOUS FILAMENT
NYLON _ _ $3.95 Square Yard

POLYESTER
$5.50 Sq. Yard

Box Spring
MATI'RESS SETS
312 Coil Set $69.95
Solid Foam Foundation
Set $79.95
Jamison
Suburban Regent
Set $88.88

DI
WAGNER'S

ORANGE
GHIBERDEL

INSTAN

MAXWELL I

COFFEE

111 LAKE FULTON
DIAL- 471-1511

FOLGE1

COFFE
With Th
Purchas(

Volume 4
in4orY

r
i
fil:ki
l
ty

4 - 15-oz. Cans _ $1

PEAs
BEETS

whole 5 - 303 Cans _ _ _

00

25C

PKG. OF 10

BOND'S — HAMBURGER

3 - 303 Cans

LB.

LB.

ROAST

m. Si°9

Sliced Quart ___ 49C Roast

PICKLES

890

25c
39c
89t

SIRLOIN TIP

ROLLED RUMP

Amid&

I.

lb

U.S. CHOICE ROUND

INSTANT BREAKFAST each vov n

HODGES OR JUST RITE

i CHILI

IT

NO. 4 SIZE

Stake,

c JOWLS

303
3ns

CARNATION

25 ft. Roll

ennesse'

Gov. Inspected Whole
Fryer price not good
after Sat. nite April 11

LB.

2 290 STE A K

GREEN PEAS

DIAMOND BRAND

FOIL

Quart_49C

PRUNE JUICE

SCHOOL
DAY

Carpet
'urniture
ierator
Doors

South FT
UROI1

in 2 lbs.49A SMOKED (BY THE PIECE)
or more

SAUSAGE

LADY BETTY

$1

4
16
°Ott

Country Style

4 For _ _$1

—

i

FRYERS

No. 2/
1
2 CANS

SWEET POTATOES

TEENIE WEENIE

0, 10 it/

C
y

,

LB390

WITH
COUPON

DIXIE DANDY

MACKERAL

t

All winners will be contacted by mail

FOLGER'S

JACIZ'

auay, ript 11

D. E. Speighi
Mrs. F. W. Blume
Jannett Stahl
William Jackson. Jr.
Opal Canter
PLUS 100 Bonus Winners
-----,---RT

C

$L99

COFFEE

—

Florida Vacation Winners

of illustrated World ncyclopedia — NOW on sale for

s

Mal

MARTIN HI-WAY SOUTH FULTON

3 29c PORK CHOPS

lb

$109

73
BISCUITS
.
.,
TN"SA
Baby
LMI. ON
1
EG
I
GS
HA
MS
75C I
ALL
BRANDS

oz.
8cans

MEW

QM. 41.M.
, ANEW

1/4
LOIN

LB.

-----..---- --1.-!

I

91
PE A c Es
ood

Heinz

ES

or

Gerbers

6
limit
daily

4 3/42
Jars

0I

ARMOUR CORNED BEEF

3

65C

GRADE A

Med.45
DOZ.

I

530,

ARMOUR

NUTS

DOZ.

v

c
Nan
o.s2 1/2 .
ANKS

Nisei_ 14-it. eau

270_

TOWELS
LIBERTY 24-oz. Pullman Loaf

BREAD'

20-oz. Sandwich

BIZ

VIVA

edit bones -LB290 CUTLETS

350 B , CON

JUMBO
ROLL

330

27c

FOOD WRAP

JIFFY

PORK

.21C

25 ft. Roll

LADY SCOTT

lb.

FACIAL TISSUES

ROAST

200 ct. box._33C

PARKAY
QUARTERS

CA SUP

LB.

1

290R0 A ST

45 BACON

4
DETERGENT
i

$11

I

3

CHUNK

AJAX

16-oz. CAN

INSTANT CHOC. DRINK

ROLLS
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

V2 Gallen

TEENIE WEENIE

$1 690 coax

LIBERTY COUPON

I Crushed

No 1
cans

Lb. Can _ _.39C

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional
Purchase.

5 - 303 Cans

LIBERTY COUPON

VOID AFTER APRIL 14, MO
_.._ — ...._ .•••, ..•••._ ,•••._ M_

1::)

Crispy Fresh

6
COZ.s

Jumbo Head Iceberg

ea.

Pkg.

RED

B
LB
A.
G

89c

LARA LYNN

LARA LYNN

CRACKERS
COMET

Lk--.290

With This Coupon — Good Only At Liberty
VOID AFTER APRIL 14, lff0

Lb. Box

250

LIBERTY COUPON

(Save 18c)

MAZOLA CORN OIL

OLEO

303 cans SI

..domp. .1110W0-.4011W. .49low

_460

CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL

FOLGERS

COFFEE

FRUIT

WASHED

BROWN
B
& SERVE

INSTANT

10-oz. Jar

TURNER'S

1g2iF.
cG.
-

DEL MONTE

6 $1......1.1 ...I.......4.........................
i
790-OR , NGE
6 990
19
CARROTS 1
2y Pin , TOES 20 99c
67c

48 ci.

39c ICE MILK
liberty

C

Cocktail

IGA
OR
SNOW CROP

LIPTON

TEA BAGS

I

DEL MONTE

6 1/2 $11
STYLEcans

GT. SIZE

V2 Gallon _ 49c

rilliw

LB.

I

.olow .imm. Aims. Ammis. .amm... .mmil..mmow.mmi..mmow.emmw.mmm..M.19,
-.011MW. .0ERN. .441.10o4411 .001119.

WAGNER'S

US CHOICE
1st CUT
.amm.

DEL MONTE

LB.

CHUCK

1 Pineapple I

TUNA

DEL MONTE

GHIBERDELLI

CHICKASAW
SLICED
MISS LIBERTY

Picnic
Style

loa...am. .illnir. AIMIN. -011111w .611.0. .411111. .41111111. .milMiii. -amp. .iiiim. ..amer. .aime. .iiiMm. .11•10. -Nam.ro.

ORANGE DRINK

LB

LB.

oLE0
14 oz
Bottle

59t
49
79
69
790
55
.

PORK

59C - *- 'Ff-. ,.Slati

.79C

Giant Size

lb.

12 oz
pkg.

ARMOUR

PRE-SOAK

VIENNA SAUSAGE 5-oz. Can

WHOLE
or
SHANK HALF

i

LG.

PRINCE ERIC

, ,

is4/2 Or:- Can :_ _-:L'480

g

TN0aill

CHIEF CHUM

HUNT'S

1

NO
Tall

LILY PINK

2 Reg. Cans _ _ _ _19C

CLEANSER
With This Coupon — Good Only At Liberty
VOID AFTER APRIL 14, 1970

VANILLA WAFERS 18-oz. Pkg. 29c
LIBERTY COUPON

(Save 100

10 ROLL PKG. LADY FAIR

TOILET TISSUE

790

With This Coupon-Good Only At Liberty
VOID AFTER APRIL 14, 1970

Cancer Drive
Leaders Set
At Fulton

Universities Crucial,
Reports UK President

Mrs.
FULTON, Ky.,
Larry Huntley ,chairman of the
fund drive of the American Cancer Society in the Fulton area,
has announced the leaders for
this year's °nye

Contract Economic Future
For MSU Bright, Nunn Says
Work Let

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, April 9, 1970

Page 6

to aid and assist existing Indus Land Cost 1. 21 Pct.
tries in their plans for expanOf New-Home Price
sion" in the next two years.
"We are going to take the WASHINGTON — The price of
Kentucky story to any business- land for housing has been raw.
Mg 10 to 20 per cent a year.
largest number on record, lo- man who will listen," Nunn
Land costs now are about 21 par
cated in Kentucky during 1969 said, "no matter where he is in
cent of the price of a sing*
and sited major breakthroughs the United States,"
In the keynote address, Jo- family house And 13 per cast of
in getting industry to build in
elevator apartment unit. Ken- seph Gauss, vice president of an
Eastern
impoverished
The average site of a new oil).General
Electric
Co.,
called
for
tucky.
businessmen to take an active family dwelling rose frees $IM
"During the past two years," interest in education, labor laws in 1950 to $3,706 in 1917, a phi
of 264 per cent.
Nunn said, "industrial expan- and politics.
sion has created over 29,000
new jobs. Industry has invested
over $700 million in our economy."

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
generation."
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Universities today are crucial to
The luncheon meeting was to
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has told
chamber's
the
winners
of
because
honor
well-being
national
the
McBar Constructors, Inc., of Kentucky businessmen that the
they otter "a forum for public annual Student-Teacher Achieve- Bowling Green has been awardeconomic future for the Com(STAR)
Recognition
debate of the most important is- ment
ed two large construction con- monwealth appears bright desues," Dr. Otis A. Singletary, awards.
state, including a spite what he termed "unfavortracts
by
the
"These young people are realThey are: Mrs.Tommy Reams president of the University of
$1,068,000 contract to build a able economic factors that have
ly the hope of the future," Sinand Mrs. Lynn Newton, the resi- Kentucky, said Wednesday.
business service building at prevailed throughout the na"The compus still is the cen- gletary said, pointing to the Murray State University.
dential ruairmen, Mrs. Jimmy
tion."
Newton, business chairman, and ter of the civilizing process," award winners sitting just in
The other contract covers conNunn, speaking Thursday at
Mrs. Norman Fulcher, publicity despite turmoil at many Amer- front of him.
12 vacation cottages an industry meeting co-sponstruction
of
Noting that much of the critiican unie.nsities, Singletary told
chairman.
at Barren River State Park near sored by the state Department
meinoers ot the Kentucky Cham- cism leveled at the "over 30
mrs. Huotley also announced ber of Commerce attending the generation" comes from stu- Glasgow.
of Commerce and the Kentucky
Completion date for the Mur- Chamber of Commerce, said his
He predicted, "The state adthat this year's fund drive, which chamber's annual business con- dents, he said that from his obray State building project is administration is about to ministration will embark on the
is sponsored by the Junior Womservation "We must be doing
gress.
the
GlasMarch 30, 2971, while
an's Club, will consist .of two
undertake its greatest effort to most aggressive...extensive. . .
something right." Among the
The UK president said, howgow work is to be finished by date to bring new industry to determined effort in the history
parts.
accomplishments of the older
ever, that he has become weary
29, 1971.
Jan.
of Kentucky to bring new industhe state.
generation in America, SingleThe MSU structure will be s
`e business drive will be held of hearing people say what's
He said 86 new industries, the try to the Commonwealth an.
tary listed the attack on povbuilding, including a
April 13 through April 18, while wrong with students and the natwo-story
erty, advancement into space
die residential canvass will be tion, then proceeded to complicentral warehouse as well as
and steps toward achieving raheld April 21 from 5 to 7 p.m. ment students and the "over 30
space for printing, photography
cial equality.
and offices.
"We as a people have never
The vacation cottages will be
been more prosperous," he said,
two-bedroom housekeeping units.
"not more generous with our
Work on both projects is
prosperity."
scheduled to get underway withStop in and
Singletary said many Ameriin one week.
select
cans seem to have lost their
Now open for business — Guns of all kinds, all kinds of
your favorite
perspective in looking at a mulcamper, pick.
hunter,
fisherman,
P.,
14SassMee
for
the
sporting
goods
Air Fresh No Longer
titude of problems. "I think we
color
US.
handyman.
COME
SEE
nicker,
—
It's
hard
to
WASHINGTON
have lost our perspective. We
should take a good hard look at find fresh air in most U.S. cities.
society, but with perspective," Fresh air, as the National Academy of Sciences defines it, con...on or off the road a real brute for arearl
he concluded.
400 I 1 kisckesii hies he. Pell
The state STAR winners were tains less than one-tenth of one
align
gac FS. Ia. In
(Formerly Broadway Gun Shop)
00, Ing
8111 ,
William Marc Strull, 17, a sen- part of carbon monoxide per
LOW, LOW •Triple-tempered nylon cord body
ior at Louisville Atherton High million parts of air. Average
426.Lake St. Fulton Cornell Wilson, Owner
301 Main St.
revolts cracking, hail and brul”s
PRICES!
School, and a teacher at the city air contains more than 100
•Available In both tubaleig sad
tube•type construction
school, Mrs. Stanley Sturman. times that amount.
The top awards were made on
the basis of the College Board
Aptitude Test, with the highest
scorer winning. The STAR student then selected the teacher
who in his opinion made the
greatest contribution to his
scholastic achievement.
The state winners each received a $500 scholarship and a
trophy. Regional winners, announced previously, were given
savings bonds, presented by local chambers of commerce.
Shock Absorbers
James Ward Hargrove, assistant postmaster general for finance and administration, was
the main speaker at the night
session of the congress.
President-elect John T. Acree,
chairman of the Lincoln Income
4 - x 8 FEET PANELS
Life .n.arance Co. in Louisville,
REG. PRICE
took over duties as head of the
Kentucky chamber at the conclusion of the annual membership banquet Wednesday night.

Gol(
Ken

Mac
Tuesday,

PAINT AN ENTIRE ROOM

.

WE HAVE MOVED TO
426 LAKE STREET!

ATTENTION:owners of Boat,
Camper& Utility Trailers...
GOOD/'EAR

"SUPER-RIB" TIRES

WILSON'S SPORTING GOODS

{,t,,

In a few

hours

THE PI

PITTSBURGH
INTr
T PIAD
,,Ap
pttrtW,AATExILFILNAH
HAS
i

Greater Hiding Power

• Dries 1weeer
•geol. le apple
• Week. wwa,
I •Ilkoseihrl Mesh
•Cfeen 1,00C enlists

--)

PITTSBURGH'PAINTS

it

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS CO.

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!

472-3201

OMR TRUCK LOAD
PANELING SALE

Get back that new car ride! I

DELUXE

Lowest
Prices In
West Ky.!

"Super-Cushion"

LOWEST
PRICES IN
WEST KY.

CASH & CARRY ONLY
3-DAYS ONLY MON., TUES., WED., April 14-15-16

More Meat Per Hour

Goodyear Shock Absorbers
Get yours NOW
Any Size...

$1095
Ea.
Includes Installation

•Original Equipment Quality
•Better steering control— Smoother ride
•End wheel hop and car sway for afilar,surer braking
and better tin mileage

GOODYEAR

SERVICE
STORES
100 W. STATE LINE , FULTON, KY; 472-1000

In 1951 one hour's labor
brought 1.7 pounds of beef. This
year one hour's labor buys 3.2
pounds of beef. Income for
American wage earners in that
period rose from an average
$57.80 per week or $1.45 an hour
to $113.55 per week or $3.02 per
11Pur•

Diver's Delight
Half the diving boards manufactured world-wide are made
of Douglas fir. This wood leads
in ability to withstand constant
flexing. No wonder Douglas fir
lumber is No. 1 with U.S. builders.

WHITE OLIVER 1855
a brand new
turbocharged diesel
0
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with 98 Certified
pto Horsepower

'OP

✓ New from grille to platform, an ultra-modern tractor with an ultra-modem
engine. V Turbocharged, 6-cylinder diesel with a divided exhaust manifold that
provides strong, steady power at all engine speeds. IV New,closed-center hydraulic
system delivers extra "muscle" whenever and wherever you need it, greater lift
at low engine speed. III New, self-adjusting, double-disc power brakes—smooth
hydraulic stopping power. V New hydraulic control of pto: "feather" engagement
to start loads smoothly, 540 or 1,000 rpm. II New wander-free power steering
system reduces drift, includes column that tilts to 5 positions. V New, isolated,
rubber-mounted platform and instrument panel dampens vibrations, reduces heat
and noise transmission. V Optional Hydraul-Shift with on-the-go underdrive and
overdrive offers 3 speeds in each of 6 ranges-18 in all. 1111 Extra wheel guard fuel
tanks boost capacity to more than 100 gallons (standard 36-gallon tank). V Optional cab with air conditioner, gasoline engine (92 Certified pto Horsepower).
•Three types: Row Crop, 4-Wheel Drive, Wheatland/Ricefield.

DIRIAVANT TRACTOR CO.
Highway 45-E

South Fulton,, Tenn.

Plus BIG SAVINGS on WHITE - HOT SPECIALS
On Other TRACTORS and COMBINES

I SPECIAL PRICE

Bronze Panel $3" $239
Avocado Panel $3" $289
Coca Lauan
$3"$2"
Banana Lauan $425 $329
White Premiauan$449 $3"
VinylElm &Pecan$499 $3"
Rustic Birch
(Other
panels

We*
pr

U1
Field
MART

8:00

$3.00,
$4.00.

589
99 $
6
Discount Prices 1!

ODD LOTS PANELING
16
1 per sheet
:
low as $II
ARMSTRONG CEILING TILE 10c SQUARE FOOT
PAT

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,T.INC
501 WALNUT STEM

472 1434

More
More
MORE

21 Pct.
tie Prkg
- The price of
has been
cent a year.
e about 21 par
I of a eine&
13 per coat of
Sent unit,
of a new onese from 91.695
n 1967, a pin

•

at the CELLAP LOUNGE

Open 5: p. m. to Midnight
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights
The Midnight Aces
Friday Nights

650

MOOD INDIGO
Saturday Night

WI

THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321

JRGH

HIDE.

110101c*************************

T PAINT

DINE

log Power
• Dries holder
• W•s1••• wally

DINING ROOM

1

C corkor•

DANCE

hi
e
In The

at the

I

ikoeiciaAk

Co.

At Fulton, Ky.

1201

.11.11MMEr

To The Music Of .
II

"THE CLASSICS"
Friday, April 10
8: p. m. to 12: p. m.

EST
:S IN
KY.

****************************

Interest in the project was
generated by a recent report
from two University of Kentucky specialists, Doyle Cook
and John S. Baxter, who studied
the possibility of skiing, using
manufactured snow, on Harlan
County mountain slopes.
Their base of operation was
Big Black Mountain, elevation
4,000 feet, where an official
weather station was placed in
operation in January, 1969.
Data collected the first four
months showed that for the
1969-70 season, a ski operation
of 116 days would have been
possible from Big Black Mountain.
Cook and Baxter also found
that the site, in terms of
weather, is similar to "eastern
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut where there
are many successful ski areas."
They also found that the average temperature atop the mountain is approximately 7.5 degrees lower than that at the
Gatlinburg, Tenn., Ski Complex.
Baxter, a tourism development specialist with the university, said a ski resort in the
county would have a market
area including all of the state
as well as parts of Ohio, Indiana, Virginia and West Vir-

PIRAY CHARLES SNOW

3j)
4

89

Wednesday,
April 15-

,

UTM
Fieldhouse
MARTIN, TENN.
8:00 P.M.
$3.00 Advance

29

$4.00 At Door

STARTS — Thursday, April 9 Thru
Wednesday, Alma 15
S-E-V-E-N B-I-G D-A-Y-S

When it comes to killing...
Mama knows best!

79

WEST POINT WELCOMES A NEW SUPERINTENDENT—Ma). Gen, William A. Knowlton, right, salutes as he reviews honor guard
composed of the 57th MP Company in West
Point ceremony Monday welcoming him as
the 49th superintendent
the United States
ginia.
He and Cook, a meteorologist,
agreed that successful ski operations also are possible on other
sites in Harlan County but indicated they pr e I erred Big
Black Mountain.
They cited its accessibility to
good roads; the water supply;
electric power facilities; and
the availability of land suitable
for an 18-hole golf course.
Both men said a feasibility
study is needed now to examine
all available sites in the county, regardless of elevation, to
Indicate which location would
be most favorable for such a
woject.

Military Academy. At left in long coat Is
Capt. James H. Cheatham Jr., of Fulton, Ky.,
commandant of the company. Behind Knowlton is the commandant of cadets, Brig. Gen.
Sam S. Walker.

NOW!

Horse Show
Scheduled
For May 2

20I5 Century Colt wewnt,

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MIA FARROW

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

COM PLETE:MUR SET
Montrose Flatware
HOSTESS
SET

A

q

SERVING PIECES
ONLY $2.29

I

6

WM A $25:00 DEPOSIT TO YOUR
PASSBOOK SAYINGS ACCOUNT

1

0
)

ICE TEA SPOONS
ONLY

2.29

WITH A $25.00 DEPOSIT TO YOUR
PASSBOOK SAYINGS ACCOUNT

JOHN AND MARY
inavislon°
r b;[Huy,

411r----ownim

.
11
1•10

A love story
that begins with
an incredible
experiment!

•

4 •

DERBY

Sunday thru Tuesday

189

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slays
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.2.
5
Children 75c
'‘‘.

Now thru Saturday

PRESENTED BY UTM

WASHINGTON—A "turkey pot
pie," to be labeled as such, must
contain 14 per cent or more
cooked turkey. And "spaghetti
with m eat balls and sauce"
must contain at least 12 per
cent meat, on a fresh-weight
basis.

1

472-1651

,

BUTTER KNIFE
AND

6 PIECE

PLACE SETTING

FREE
WHEN

49c

SUGAR SPOON

BO(
)
TpiLFYOR

YOU OPEN

NEW
PASSBOOK SAYINGS ACCOUNT

/OAS H MICHOI SON H. WOOF

Alig0f1

WITH A $25.00 DEPOSIT TO YOUR
PASSBOOK SAYINGS ACCOUNT

I

OF $25.00 OR MORE

SHELLEY WINTERS

FUtTON BANK
PAT HINGLE•DON STROUD • DIANE VARSI
1111811111rAtaio
More
More
MORE

Devlin;
a
COLOR',peon ell)
••111•••

.TABIAlf

a

;LIFF ROBERTSON „

More

LAIRE BLOOM
=ma

MORE

„mwommems111111

6011.111 PCTIMS ncotabortioes.
ROBERTSON A&SOCIATES,....

More

t•

Page 7

11% Of Pot Pie
Must Be Turkey

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

RITON
STUDENT GOVERMENT.

169

GENEVA—Sweden, West Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, Russia and France built
more dwelling units per thousand
people in the past five years than
the United States did. The U.S.
rate was 7.4, Sweden's 11.8 and
Russia's 9.8.

The first spriag horse show of
the West Kentucky Horseman's
Association will take place May
2 at the Reidland Riding Club.
This date, along with other
how dates for 1970, was selected by member clubs of the
WKHA at its monthly meeting.
The WKHA is sponsoring the
Reidland show.
The association also set Apri
11 as the date for its banquet
which will be held at the Jaycee
Civic Center here. Time of the
banquet is 7 p.m.
WKHA President Gary Wicker
presided over the meeting where
several rules changes were
pointed out concerning competition riding in 1970.

PRICE

Thursday. April 9, 1970

6 Countries Top
U.S. Building Rate

— The
HARLAN, Ky.
Kentucky Department of Commerce has advice tor someone
with $2 million to $3 million to
spare: Buy snow.
The department nes approached several prospective
entrepreneurs about building a
ski resort in Harlan County,
buried in the heart of Appalachia. But it said nothing
definite has come from the
talks.

;bowie

&

001A

;S

Fulton, Ky.

Gold In Them Thar Hills?
Kentucky Ski Resort Eyed
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The Big Friendly Bank

WI HONOR

master charge
7140 11411400411114 •1111./

Collins Street

Fulton, Kentucky

A

FOR SALE: Used 24-cu-ft.
refrigerator. Call 472-1000, Fulton.
MAN OR WOMAN to supply
consumers with Rawleigh Products. Can earn 260 weeklypart-time. $100 and up full
time. No Investment. Contact
Milton Babcock 223 East Main
St. Freeport, Ill. 61032 - Phone
815-232-4161.
FOR SALE: Repossessed
stereo' take (Mee payments.
Phone 472-1000, Fulton.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Wanted, responsible party to
take over .low monthly payments on a spinet piano. Can be
seen locally- Write Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box 267, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176.

Fishing Is
WANTADs1 Improved
At Reelfoot

and Fish Officer of the Tennes- aiderably
better than
se* the larger bass
of should
see Game and Fish Commis- past seasons. I believethose
this Is being taken from the stumps
sion.
the result of the regulation per- and log areas. There has been
crappie to be taken an ample supply of forage fish
'Almost all the fishermen mitting
who went on Reelfoot In Si. commercially, thus reducing use for the bass to feed on during
number
of small undernourish- the winter, so we should see
past week have had better than
average success. I have checked ed flab and allowing more food five and six pounders caught in
any number of fishermen who for Si. better grades of crap- numbers."
have taken 20 or more crap- pie. Mbulows and white lire are
INCOME TAX retueos Pre
pie that were in the three-quar- being used for belt."
pared; 35 years experience
McAlpine Locks and Lock 52.
Bass and crappie have start- ters of a pound
to one
"MSS fishermen have been near Paducah. Ky. both on the
pound
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street ed action at Reelfoot, Lake, acClass.
The
grade of crappie coming in with good hauls," says Ohio River, handle a com,bined
Phone 472-1547.
cording to John T. Wright, Game being taken this
spring Is eon- Wright. "Baas have started to
go to the shallow water. With tonnage annually almost equal
PART T1 d -g CAREER
a week of warm weather
we to that of the Panama Canal.
AVAILABLE with Sarah Coyentry, Inc. The world's largest 3.6"'''
sellers of costume jewelry on
A SHOPPER SPECIAL
the party plan. For iniormatom
write Dulsie Howard,
FOR FULTON BARGAIN DAYS
Route 2, Calvert City, Ky. •
42020.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Only
11011
.44
.
111 1111101%10.11/11%.11%

_ •

WANTED

.

m.o....4
.

•
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NOTICE!
CECILS-.GARAGE
has moved to
303 Reed St., in the former
CB&O TIRE COMPANY
building, across from 501 Liquor store.

*

Come to THE NEWS OFFICE on
Commercial Avenue and place a
classified ad for next week's News
and Shopper for only
lc PER WORD
(regularly 5c per word)

44

Swarms of honey bees.
March 23 to June is the
swarming season, weather
permitting. 1 will pay a
small fee for them. Call
479-1733, South Fulton. People living within 20 miles of
Fulton may call collect.
Anyone 1 promised honey
for swarms of bees last
year, come by July 1st and
pick it up.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture is the authority
for the statement that at
least fifty of our planted
crops are dependent largely
or in part on the honey bee
for proper fertilization.
Anyone wanting bees for
pollination of alfalfa, the
clovers, vetch, etc., may
contact

*

Fulton, Ky.

We specialize in Front End Alignment
And Automatic Transmission. All

(No phone orders, please; offer good for next
week's issue only; cash with order.) Let us
demonstrate to you the tremendous readership of the NEWS AND SHOPPER
THROUGHOUT THIS AREA!

general repairs. All work guaranteed.

Cecil McDaniel,owner
PHONE 472-9072

**
b
4"
APRIL

4.1

'mkt
ISO;

Allen's Apiary

WINNER— Robert Caldwell, IS, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Caldwell of Route 4, Fulton, recently won first place with "Mr.
Ruff" in the Open Walking Horse class In
the HAN Saddle Club Horse Show in Mem-

311 Holmes Street
South Fulton, Tennessee

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
)1 C. W. Burrow and Boy D. Taylor. Brokers

— HOUSES —
SEE US FIRST
Very good house on Walnut
A new 3-bed5'oom brick ve- Street close to Terry Norman
neer house with den, half base- School. Priced to sell.
ment and central gas heat. Located on 1.7 acres of land in
Reasonably priced house locayee. Kentucky.
cated on Arch Street, East Ful5.room house located on 4th ton. Close to business part of
Street. West Fulton. Very rea- town. Will sell to the right per- '
!mita bl y priced
son for small down payment
New 3-bedroom brick veneer and owner will finance.
house, wall-to-wall carpeting.
rent -al heat and air. 2 baths.
Good 5-room house with
really nice Located in Howard bath. Located 2/
1
2 miles southMilam Subdivision west of east of Dukedom, Tenn.. on the
limn
Austin Springs black-topped
road, one acre of land.
3.hedroom house on one acre
of ground located on Highway
An extra good buy in a nice
31 north from Fulton near Clinhouse in Highlands. Has tuil
ton. Ky. Priced to sell.
baths and can be used for too
A good 5-room house located apartments. Owner will finance
at 120 Centsal Avenue, South to right person. .
Fulton Priced to sell.
Nice large 3-bedroom him'.'
. A very nice house, .3 bed- with full size basement..Eight
moms and a den located near acres of land. Has city waicr
Fulton High School. House has and well. Located one mile
been built about ten years. from South Fulton on ilighe ay
Really gocid.
45.

BUILDING LOTS
Nice building lot located in
A very nice building lot in
lieepwouil Subdivision.
South Fulton.
Beautiful
Highlands.

building

lots

in

Nice lot on 6th Street. Fulton, Ky.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
If you are interested in pur- and E. Stale Line, South Fulchasing X business, we have ton. Has a good 5-roons apartsonie pad buys in thriving ment upstairs. Price is right.
businesses.
Large commercial building
on Plain Street. Has nice parkA nice large business build- ing lot adjoining. Priced to
ing on the corner of Broadway sell.

FARMS
ao acres of excellent land lo12 acres of land near Pierce
rated on the Middle Road in Station. Will sell 3 acres or 6
the Palestine Church corn- acres, or all. Has city water.
Beautiful building sites.
inunity.
235 acres of hill and bottom
land. Good farm located three
A good 57-acre farm. Has 3- miles
east of Austin Springs,
bedroom frame house in good Tennessee.
Very seasonable
condition, all modern conveniprice.
ences. Also has two large
loins. Located about 11/2 miles
47 acres a very nice farm, 3
of city limits on Kentucky bedroom brick house with ail
side.
modern conveniences. Located
on black-topped Section Line
254 acres of excellent land, Road, north of Liberty Church.
about 100 acres of this bottom
An outstanding new brick
land. Fair improvements. Located approximately 3 miles of veneered 3-bedroom house and
carport
located on 60 acres of
South Fulton. This farm is
land about one mile east of
worth the money.
.
Austin Springs, Tennessee.
iSa acres of extra good land
2/
1
2 acres on Water Valley
with a nice house, modern con- Highway. Excellent building
veniences, good tenant house, 2 site.
barns. Located approximately
2 miles on black4apped road WE ALSO HAVE LONGon good gravel road. South el TERM FARM LOANS AVAIL.
Fulton.
ABLE.

COL. C. W. BURROW and
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokers

SHOWER OF VALUES

phis. The youth will compete in the Juvenile
class this weekend In a Nashville show
being sponsored by the Tennessee Walking
Horse Trainers Association.

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. Yol les , M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HELPS
Physical
education
and
"phys-ed" teachers can be a
major help to mentally handicapped children.
Demonstrating this and other
potential resources for mental
health help for children through
teachers of physical education
and recreation, a Pennsylvania
project supported by the National Institute of Mental
Health's manpower training division is producing encouraging
results.
Sponsored by Temple University of Philadelphia and Buttonwood Farms, a facility for
mentally handicapped children,
the program was inaugurated to
train physical education and recreation specialists for roles as
mental health personnel.
The program has helped to
train the teachers in the special
mental
problems
of
the
children, and to provide guidelines and models that could be
used to develop similar programs in other places. In addition, it less helped to upset
some old notions, such as the
one that a handicapped child
would not respond to physical
training and did not have the
same needs as the normal child.
This we now know to be far
from true.
Most handicapped children
lack
physical
conditioning,
physical recreational skills, and

LPL suss••SOL,ILLms

sports skills; and they suffer
from lack of "ego-identity" and
from feelings of inadequacy
and inferiority.
Physical education teachers,
themselves usually good athletes, are found to offer special
qualities
handicapped
for
children. For example, they are
oriented to use of the body in a
way that mental health personnel usually are not. They do
not tend to become involved in
emotional
conflicts
which,
though important to be recognized in tha Clinic or psychiatrist's office, may interfere with
physical training.
Another factor is that the
children look up to the athletic,
physical education teacher. Athletes and sports figures are important to the children; and
they work hard for people who
symbolize sports and athletics
to them.
More important than physical
development is the tremendous
sense of accomplishment the
child receives from physical education or recreation and sports
achievement, social scientists
report. The slightest triumph is a
major one for the handicapped.
The gratification parents of
the children receive from such
achievements is also striking;
and the whole outlook of the
handicapped child toward himself and of his parents toward him can be changed by such
accomplishments.

WIDE OVAL
MULTI MILE
FIBERGLASS

ANY SIZE
$ 2888 each exchauge plus 2.44
BELTED to 2.86 fET depeudiug oi size
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the. ;T1,7
NOIP/
"' '6007 7'
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Tightly Citged Birds
Kept Toys Moving
NLIERNBERG, Germany —
Nuernberg, long noted for its
wonderful toys, once produced
some that many people considered cruel. They were toys that
would nod their heads, wag
their jaws or make other movements all day long though there
was no mechanism to wind. The
motive power was a tightly
caged bird 'aside.
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AMERICA'S ANSWER TO THE

E t 'RC)PE A N RADIAL TIRE—the Fiberglass
Belted Wide
'600'. This fabulous tire is made with two belts of strongerthan-steel Fiberglass cord under the
tread and two bias
plies of Polyester cord.
The Fiberglass Belted
Wide '600'gives you the best of
two worlds - the many
advantages of radial tires plus riding
comfort.

Who Aft km?

Why don't you beccne a part of the group that puts
you ahead.
If it's tires you need, be a "Real Hog!"

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

CITY TIRE CO
101 W. STATE LINE

PHONE 419-2141

4

Fulton, Ky.
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Liquor store.
d Alignment
'on. All
guaranteed.

the ketptenn area's
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SIZE
go plus 2.44
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shopping
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Since 1965 More Advertisers Have
Used The Fulton Shopper Each Week

w
Ztr

Than Any Othek Similar Publication
In The Area

4.14\
SIA.SS‘
6°48
foexo"
.
Po,
Yeater

4zzi

2

I

there's a reason
nearly 25,000 persons
read the fulton shop
each

TO THE
ted Wide
trongertwo bias

fort.,

The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clinton and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:

week
Martin route 3
Clinton routes 1 and 4
Wingo route 1

Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
Crutchfield route I

You can't get more complete coverage than that: it's 100 %.

Dukedom routes 1 and 2
Water Valley routes 1 and 2

And you can't get more accurate delivery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
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REACH INTO
ME 703'WITH...

20 uz. LJdf

For

HEINZ STRAINED

KREY-PURE

BABY FOOD
1,1mit 10 Plt,a,t

119

LB.

FRESH TENDER

PORK STEAK

LB.

EPT

PARK

MUSTTARD
ARD

1BOSTON BUTTS RIB STEAKS

25

18-oz

We Cash Payroll Checks

Hand -Picked-Special

U. S. CHOICE

lb.

We Accept US Government Focd Stamps

LB.

LEAN, BONELESS
!PORK CUTLETS

FRESH-LEAN PORK

Barbec
l{Iri)ue Sauce
EPA K

lb.
i ;3-07.

ICE CREAM

Freshest Produce In Town

FESTIVAL OR PARK LANE

or

PEACHES

Farm - Fresh - Produce

CHARMIN

COKE PEPSI

3 car.sl

1/2 gal.- 59C

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON
6 Bottle Carton

!;To K ELY'S

q

IB

•

REELFOOT - Whole or Half

PORK RIBS

MAYONNAISE
49
For

LB.

1 FRESH MEATY

HYDE PARK

CAN

49t BOLOGNA
49t SLICED BACON
69C
SLAB BACON
Ln—
A tHOUISER VALLEY

SMOKE JOWL

29t
LB 39
79C
69t
LB. 89C

LB.

,

LAKE BRAND Imitation

LB.

SLICED

Farm - Fresh - Produce

29c

lb'

09i FAmeTfloBrAT
F
KASONING

LB. $1

PORK SAUSAGE

MERIT SALTINE

lb
'

U. S. CHOICE

CLUB STEAK

Government Inspected

U. S.

2

lb. 990

U.S. Government Inspected
Choice Beef

21, .7)1ZE

Hand Picked Special

S. CHOICE

BREAD
4
JAHS

Nya-SAWNGs
FEATURES

E. W. JAMES & SONS
suff
RMAR
KET
U.
F
CRACKERS
SIRLOIN-STEAK! FRYERS

HYDE PARK

1

Page 10

Limit "I"
Coupon
Per Family

ALPINE

BATHROOM
TISSUE Rat

With an additional
And Additional $5.00
Limit '`I"Coupon
Purchase Excluding
$5.00 order, excluding
Milk and Tobacco Products Per Family
Milk and Tobacco Product
IT TAKES $10.00 IN PURCHASES TO USE BOTH COUPONS.

,

National Advertised Brands

FLOUR
2.4,1:Gb $1 99
We Accept US Government Food Stamps

tai illimek
--amgo

WAN
WITH

Dishwashingliquid
LL690

"FREE"

Pepsi

Hull

FRI. and SAT. ONLY10 A. M. to 6 P.M.

We Cash Payroll Checks

5

0 EACH

COOKING 011

LIMIT "6"
PLEASE!

GIANT 48-oz.

89C

Each

U. S. Government Inspected Choice Beef

GOOD EATING NORTHERN

RED
POTA
TOES
TAMALES

HYDE PARK

GEBHAFiDT'S

GOLDEN RIPE

CAN

,,i
,

Every Day Low Prices
REGULAR SIZE
REGULAR
SIZE COMET
WITH THIS
COUPON

10t

I

IL

BANANAS
ib-100

For $1

WITHOUT
70
Foki
COUPON 15-2

6;1;11
.
GOOD ONLY
AT

nt & sons 1

4—
OFF„ MKS
0...H.1..,...........6. cilssi"TI"ZWINCI...,m...v •.in
me
..'

'

aaa.eal.-4w A.

I

E W. James'

em
, .j

20 lbs.
EXTRA FANCY Home Grown

Sweet Potatoes '

POTATO CHIPS

alck

WIN PALE

15t
E.W.JAMES 0 SONSJr
\p r_ "MAXI-SAVINGS" '9S
SUPERMARKET
(1

Nationally Advertised Brands

lb"

°I

VAI IPAM I ((

T1
N

FREEOne Dove Benny Bar
Coonpielles Size mime you buy
Oho Complexion Size Bar it

Plim4beamtralpurbciosouhp:Ld

R
only a!

a

AO.

Ex

WITH THIS COUPON

E. W. James 8./. Sons
rips 4-15-70 Witholi
n 2 Bars 39c

